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The Hairy Herd.
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THINGS ALL CATTLK MEN SHOULD KNOW
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To increase tbe profits from our herds
or decreaxe the profits of production we
must eliminate the c;»ws which indiϋΙΤΗ,
vidually run us into debt.
In the second place we muet feed our
Attorney at Law,
cows mure intelligently.
The feeding oi
MAINE.
.WAY,
a dairy herd ti> produce profite more
a Specialty.
Collections
ii
jck.
Hurii'
economically is a hard propoaition to
put to a man at the present time. UnΓΚ A PARK.
der the present conditions the only way
to produce butter fat at leei coat than
Attorneys at Law,
we did last year ia
by increasing the
MAINS.
•THKL,
of- our home grown dairy
efficiency
Para
Slier; C.
A ! 1»od I. tierrlck.
foods.
Tbe feeding value of our home grown
W. BOUNDS,
foods will depend largely upon their
payability. By feeding a variety of
feeds we make our rations more appeDentist,
tising and palatable than a few foods.
ΝΟΒνΤλΥ, MB.
nAvrat Block,
II
Kneilage and root* are more palatable
21tf than dry fodders.
Cows that are fed
nSr« l uure—S to li—1 to 5.
these appetizing feeds with clover hay
will eat more hay than when confined to
clover alone.
Early cut bay is more suited to the
ration than late cut hay and the cows
Main St., Norway, Me.
will consume larger quantities of it. In
feeding home-grown feeds we must
feed such foods in a practical way, as
will induce the cows to eat more.
The more easily digested the ration,
the larger the milk How. A certain
amount of energy is required to prepare
these foods for assimilation. In feeding
coarse foods we And this is a large per
Lead
of
!s
.\
A
cent.
Moure—9 to 13—1 to 4.
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Consumers of dairy products want
them to be above suspicion. They are
"iruo τω plow."
right. Dirty milk ia at ooce disgusting,
unwholesome «ad «ο abomination, for
e
on
natural flavor and aroma of clear,
Correspondence
practical vcrlcultural lop
{ce
la soUcUMd.
AJdiea· aU communications la
milk are ao grateful, delicious and
landed for Uili department to Hbwbt u. pure
Hammond, Aurlcultural KJltor Oxford De«n pleasing that any taint whatever conocrat, Pari·. Me.
demns It. Clean milk atimulatea and
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r#raa* Moderate.

Clean Milk

AMONG THE FAfiMEES.
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Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,

encouragea
consomption, benefiting
both producer and nter.
No manipulation, nor skill, nor scien·
tine appliance or treatment can make
impure milk anythisg but impure.
Soluble impurities become part of the
milk and can never be separated from it.
Once contaminated it always grows
worse, never better, for, being of so
delicate a flavor and composition, such a
complete medium for the encouragement of bacterial life, every change is
from bad to worse. Obviously, therefore, the only method of naving pure
dairy products is to keep them pure and
clean from the healthy cow to the consumer's table.
Too often we dairymen are the guilty
parties of the first part, but in man>
We'
more cases I believe we are not.

use

milk, cream, butter and cheese on

tables aud we like to have our
food and drink pure and wholetome.
But some dairymen are ignorant of the
best methods of handling milk; these
should be instructed. I know many of
them are meoding their ways. Some
other dairymen are careless—this class
is criminal and should be punished,
with the more criminal class of
our own

along
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Hardware, Stoves,
and Ranges.
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Remedy

to his farm and conditions.
are not the same on two
The difference in cows, tbe
farms
kinds and amount of available home
grown foods, tbe market prices of dairy
products and dairy foods, compel each
man to work out the problem as it ap
ulies to his own particular farm, always
watching the milk flow. Increasing the
foods and protein until a point ia reached that yields the most profit.
Cows must have good care and comfortable surroundings if they are to respond to intelligent feeding. The great

ac

Ely's Cream Balm
ι· qjickly absorbed.
S.* tofcef at One·.

It .pjui*»:9, soothes,
L«v- anil protects
■eaaea

mem·

from Catarrh and drives
a* λ τ a Cold in the Head quickly. Kestores
Sruaw» of Tut· tuid SuiclL Full size
«. at Druggist* or by mail.
Liquid
5i
C » .a Balm for use ia atomizers 75 cts.
York.
New
Warren Street,
Κ HrotLers,

resulting
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or
Be a Chauffeur
Automobile Engineer.
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;>oeltlon· paying

k. ahort hour·.
li ,ing and Oarage
Write now.
ni
Ρ Aland. Maine.
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to
We nee<t men
train. In three weeks,
Ka*y
#> to $.#> weekly.
Ifcest Spring positions now
i'lve vear· of eucwork
POKT1.AND AUTO CO..

prODieni ID COQDCCIIUO WIIU mo onuir
is to keep it warm and well ventilated at
the same time. Pure air is just as
Suolight
necessary to the cow as food.
Dark stables
another essential.
is
where sunshine never reaches breed
disease. Sunlight is a tonic, a stimulator and invigorator to all animals.
There seems to be a wide diversity of
opinion among dairymen as to bow
much exercise the dairy cow should
have, and I wish to say that I am not a
member of the class who believe in shutting in the cows from October until
June without turning them out for exercise.
There is a muscular tone and vigor
that must be kept up to maintain health.
With all our present-day systems of
ventilation and improved methods of
tying the cows, we must Rive the cows
some out door exercise if we secure the
best results of production and procreation.
If we look upon the cow as a milk
producing machine alone and do not
place a value upon her ability to bring
a strong and vigorous calf, it may be
more profitable for us to keep her inside all the time, where she can turn all
of her energy toward the production of
milk alone and be discarded in two or
three years and another cow take her
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Builders' Finish !
!
SUe

furnlah DOORS and WINDOWS of any
at reasonable price·.

I

dty le

or

Αι so Window & Door Frames.
01
I
a want of any kln<l of Finish for Inside
Οι
le work, «end in your onler·. Pine Lum
tier au.i shingle· on hand Cheap for Caah.

Planing, Sawing
Matched Pine

and Job Work.

Sheathing for Sale.
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Conditions
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*?« ->umner,

place.
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Such practice may pay th* producer
but not the man who is trying to build
15 vears expert Watch- up a herd of economical butter makers.
If any man thinks a little exercise a
maker with Bigelow.
bim shut himself up
Kennard it Co., Boston. waste of energy let
in a close room kept at the right temperature all winter and conflue himself
to just such kinds of food and see if he
comes through the winter in condition
to start a bard spring's work.

All Work
Uuarantced.

If the experiment worked well by himA little out of the way self why then he might be justified in
but it pays to walk.
trying it on the cows.

«EU,

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY.

The Cow Needs Rest.
Most farmers see· to breed the cow
with no concrn as to her resourcefulness
She is bred at an
or enduring qualities.
early age; bred again just as soon as she
will come in beat after ber first calving;
to learn Auto driving and repairing. beld right to ber milk as nearly as posBeet sible to the next calving-time, and
Thorough mechanical training.
until she ia worn out and
Spring position· will open soon. We can bandied thus
no longer useful.
double jour «alary. Particular· free.
With such management, her unborn
HAMLIN FOSTER AUTO CO.,
calf will have much of its sustenance
454-456 Fore St., Portland, Me.
fc-tf
taken from it, on account of the nourishment going toward keeping up the cow,
which results in s weakened ofkpring,
and this iufluence gradually wields a
most deteriorating effect on the grade
Delivered at any station on the of the herd in general, since each sucand
Berlin
Grand Trunk between
ceeding calf will be still more undesirable than the one before it.
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
We bave seen cowa whose nature reM. DAY,
belled against such treatment, and inMe.
Bryant's Pond,
43tf
variably these animals positively refused
to come in sufficient heat to be gotten
with calf. This shows, conclusively,
that the cow requires and deserves a
abort period of rest from her labors
With

Optometrist Partnenter, Norway, Me.

Men Wanted

Pulp Wood Wanted.
J.

[astern Sieanstiip Company.
Between Portland aad Boatoa.
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|1.S5. Μ—Λ Trip M-OO

Steamships BAT STATK aad RAN-

SOM 3. FULLER leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week day· at 7 p. u. Sunday*
■8 P. M.

Day trip· to Bocton, Tuesday,
day and Saturday, 7 a. m.
at

Leave Central
7 P. m.

Thurs-

Wharf, Bo«ton, dailj

Day trip· to Portland, leave Indlt k
Wharf Monday, Wednesday and Friday

9 A. M.

Through ticket· on aale at principe
railroad atatione.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

Sheathing.

Sprue·
»5tf

and fir. For sale by
J. A. KENNEY,
South Pnria.
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money
auto),
from you."
which they are adding to every year.)
tbe little hand
The fact is they figure every hour the I Mr. Gray squeezed
she had laid in his broad palm and
farmer is looking after bia stock
into her blue eyes.
looked
ing farm work at the same rate tbe
I "Howquizzically
about anybody In El m wood
lege man gets or the mechanio receives
for hie labor. That can't be done, and I Bess ?" be asked.
at I
any kind of a correct anawer arrived
"I don't want to marry anybody!"
to the problem. The farmer has leisure I
"I want
flashed Elizabeth tearfully.
hours that tbe other fellow doesn'tl
here all my life."
have, and it never has cost him tbe I to stay right
learn I That evening Norman Ryder drove
money it has the other fellow to
or hia trade; and the very I over to see Elizabeth Gray, and such
bis
an

ordo-l
col-1

profeaaion
thing that coats the professional

I is

eyes
frightened
the closed door, her heart pounding In
unison with Norman's departing steps
on the crisp snow.
It was bright moonlight, and scores
of young people were coasting down
the steep hill that ran past the fcrays'
home. Elizabeth heard their shouts of
laughter and the frequent warning crv
of "Uoad!"

The g'ute crashed Into place behind
Norman's impatient swing. There was
the roar of a coming bobsled, a muf-

fled thud and then shouta of distress.
Elizabeth reached the front gate at
the same time her father and mother
hurried to tbe same place, drawn by

the sounds of an accident.
Somebody had been run down by the
bobsled—somebody who lay, a dark
motionless figure against the whiteness
Around his head the
of the snow.
snow was stained a crimson that widened and widened horribly.
It was Norman Uyder, and when

Elizabeth reached hla side a little
group of men were lifting him from
the snow.

"Bring him into my house," commanded Mr. Gray, leading the way,
and so they carried him across the
doorstep whlcfc he had left in anger a
few moments before and bore him upstairs to the front chamber.
A doctor was summoned, and while

would find

j A Trifling

Mistake ij

j

It Led to Turning the Careers
of Two Persons Into a
Single Channel.

<

j

Copyright by American Press Ass»·
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Letter carriers are

proverbially

$

care-

less In leaving mall at the wrong address. or, rather, having so many to

they don't make
they da Carelessness in the writer has perhaps more to
do with letters being delivered to the
leave. It is
more

wonder

a

mistakes than

wrong

person

than

either

of these

causes.

letter addressed In a feminine hand was left by the carrier for
me. 1 opened It and read it It was
very short and to the point:
Ten p. m. Thursday at the fountain. Violets in my belt Hold rose in your left
LAURA.
band.

One day

a

I opened my eyes very wide and gave
a low whistla Who could it be who
wss making an appointment with me?
Then 1 looked again at the address.
My name is Francis B. Marshall, and
the superscription appeared to be F.
B. Marshall, but It might have been F.
B. Wlnchell. I thought over every person who might possibly desire to see
me clandestinely, but could fix upon
do one. What should I do lp the matter? Should I return the letter to the
postman? Since I bad opened It, that
would not do at alL Besides, I was
not sure the letter was not for me.
Should I keep the appointment and
possibly risk intruding upon the secret

of others? 1 finally decided to meet
Laura and, if I was not the person
she desired to meet, hand her her letter, that she might know it had been

Poultry manure gives up
nitrogen very readily and this calls
for special precautions. Stored by it-

suppose it was mean of me never to
snswer any of them, but did mother
fire
you the messages I sent?"
take
to
oertaln
is
loss
such
some
self,
"Tee, yes! And that was something!"
be mixed
therefore,
It
should,
place.
with materials tbat will absorb this gas. He looked so happy and so handsome
Beware of lime and ashes; these have a that Elizabeth had to harden her heart
directly contrary effect and set free the against the magic of hia dark eye·.
ammonia. I bave found a convenient Every time that nasal twang emote on
way of storing this fertilizer by building
her ear she wimed. uud uiier awhile
a pen three or four feet square or larger,
the times he
if needed, out of old boards. Into this she grew to couutlug
and "ito. no!" If he
put a layer of poultry manure a few said "Yes. yes!"
inches deep and then a layerof good aoll, would only break himself of using
and so on alternately until the pen is liiuse expressions. But οΓ course he
toll. Meanwhile, it is kept ooveredto eould not know how they sounded.
prevent leaching by rains.
Everybody In Elmwood used them exBy this plan there ia always a place to cept a few persons like the minister
There
store it at all times of the year.
and the doctor and lawyer and her
It ia permitted to remain until planting
Outsiders laughed and
time in the apring, when the lavera own father.
should be thoroughly mixed by spaaing called It part of the dialect of Buffnm
It out and throwing It on a wheelbarrow county.
It ia then ready to apply to
or wagon.
When Elizabeth asked him if she
tbe garden, where it oan be used as a
should play for him Norman said
top dressing after the seed is sown, or a "Yea, yea!" and when she asked if
small quantity may be dropped In tbe
he had bad enough music he cried
corn hills and mixed or covered with
no?' until her. nerves
some earth before the seed is planted.— hastily "No,
were all a-Jaogle.
Exchange.
▲t last be aroee to go, and there
Alfalfa le the great farm enrioher. was a
down
very tender look in his
Those who are learning how to grow It
as he fingered his hat
bent
eye·
successfully connect It In their minds
I wanted to
with lime, and with Inoculation of the "There was something
1 betfield where It la sown. Tbe field can be say to you, Bess. I wonder if
Inoculated by spreading over it 200 ter say It now? 1 guess you know
pounds or more per aore of soil from a what it Is." He looked steadily at her.
good alfalfa field, and harrowing It and
Elizabeth did not hesitate. She was
the seed In together al once.
angry with him for his rustic ways

n>vu4M

a

of

my

went to bed rather
adventure than to

sleep.
»
On the evening In question, covered
with a woman's, raincoat
my heels and a woman's hat shaped
like an Inverted pot that wouldconceal my features, I entered a carriage
and drove to the place I had designat___

reacW°f

I had been
ed.
when a mun approached the door an
said:
"Laura I"
"Yes," 1 replied in a woman'· contralto voice.
He entered the carriage, thinking be
was with a woman and Ignorant of the
fact that be was with a man whose
hand, in the pocket of the raincoat,
grasped a cocked revolver. I bad previously told the driver where to take

and as soon aa the man was seated
beside me we were driven away.
«I am ready to hear what yop have

us,

to say," I said.
«I can restore the will

you will obligate

provided
yourself to pay

that
me

$50,000 as soon as you receive the estate which will all be yours under the
will."
"For whom are you acting?"
0sked«
_

"That I do not care to state."

"Supposing your proposition to
accepted, when and Where do you
tend the papers shall be Paesedr
"Whenever and wherever
"Have you the will with you?"

be
in-

you^uae.

,.

"Yes."
"We might close the transaction
now."
"Not here in the carriage.
"No. Thinking we might need a
private place for such a purpose, I
obtained of a friend of mine in the

"Yes

without

noticed

seen

tue nor

that ehe might inspect me before 1
should be able to inspect her and did
not doubt that she uad got a view of
me while 1 was standing under the
lighted fountain. As she approached
I advanced to meet her, lifting my hat

at the same time. As we walked away
together she said:
"Let me explain to you why I have
arranged this meeting Instead of calling at your office or asking you to
As you are aware,
come and see me.
Mr. Lathrop's death without a will

bos put the estate in α tangle. I am
not so sure that he <?'d not leave a
1 am the" only
will In my favor.
daughter of his favorite brother and
took care of him during his last illHe said to me on several occaness.
sions: 'Marlon, I have made a will
leaving everything to you. You will
And it in the tin box in which I keep
all my papers in the closet of my bedroom.' When 1 opened the box after

was not there."
This revealed to me that the letter
sent me had not been intended for
But though I am not a profesme.
sional detective I think I have a detective's Instinct, for in this case so
far as the girl had imparted it to me
I smelled rascality, and its
I

the funeral it

thought

qncovering interested
her

me.

I

permitted

go on.
"I saw your personal stating that
will
yon had a knowledge of such a
and would like to see me regarding
the matter. My cousin. Edgar Bangs,
who will inherit with me under the
law concerning estates where there
Mr
is no will, is a very bad man.
Lathrop lent him money till Edgar
to

showed

that he

was

desperate straits."

"It is your duty,·* I uald, "as well
can to
your interest, to do all you

as

prevent your uncle's estate from going
where it was not intended, especially

to such a person as you describe."
"Edgar has a suspicion that I am

on

the track of the lost will and Is watchme like a cat; therefore I didn't
dare communicate with you except
clandestinely. Now I have explained
everything to you I am ready to hear
what you have to say. Mr. Wlnchell."

ing

The last word—the name—enabled
tie to get more cf the story in case I
chose to do so witho.it giving away
I
the fact that 1 was an outsider.

concluded to-do sa
-Have you any means," I asked, "at
Information
your disposal to pay for
that will lead to the recovery of the
lost, probably stolen, will?"
"Not a cent"
The lady had by this time removed
her veil, and I had caught a glimpse
of her face as we passed under street

"Very well.

tfeffc

1

and left them by themselves.
While they were asleep and as good
as gold who should come by but the
farmer's son. who. seeing η basket
with α rover to It, thought, "(low

comfortable that would be for tue to
take fishing with me to bring home
bo bv picked It up and
my tlsli In Γ
cartiud it off to the woods wttli him.
with the kit ι uns still fast asleep inside. There he set it down on α sunn}
bank and be^an Ushlng. Before long be
caught a speckled trout, which he took
off tlio hook und threw Into the basket
Now, if yon were a kitten and bud
gone to sleep In a peaceful basket as

your mother had told yoo to and some
one threw a live, cold, flapping trout
Well
In shouldn't you be scared?
Topsy and Flopsy and Sallykliis und
Sue were scared, you can Imagine, and
out of the basket they Jumped, one
after another, and ran uway as fasi
The
as they could in all directions.
farmer's son was much astonished
when he found that the basket he had

£

glaring at me bnt power·
repeated the order, shoving

revolver close under bU nose
Looking down the muzzle of a pistol,

especially with an opponent's finger on
is not pleasant The weap
on mlcht go off even accidentally
The man dropped the will on the
I feared to remove tny gazr»
table
from him to examine it lest he take ad

Snigger,

vantage of my looking away

ιο βρπιιμ

I was obliged to take the
upon me.
Nsk of Its being the genuine document
"Go out before me," I said, plcklnp
on
up the will, still keeping my eyes
him. He turned and left the bouse.
When. we readied
I following him.
the sidewalk I ordered him to walk
whot
away, and when he bad reached
I thought a safe distance I Jumped
Into the carriage, telling the driver to

to my home. Before I slept
a note In the mall for Miss
Ostrnnder. asking her to meet me tho
She did
next night at the fountain.
*o, and I banded her tho recovered

take

I

me

dropped

will.

My story Is bat an illustration of
what trivial Incidents shape our lives
Had my name and the name of the villain of this little drama not been so
nearly alike the drama would never
have been played. And, far more imthan that I should not have

married the woman who is now my
wife nor havo been the father of the
half dozen children who, with tbelr
mother, contribute to the whole charm
of my existence.
Remember the Baker.
At the court of asslzee In Venice
when sentence of death le about to be
passed α man clothed In a long black
robe enters the court and. advancing
to the bench, bows profoundly to the
Judge». saying. "Remember the bakerl"
iiowe
again and retires*
Then be
Her»» Is tlip explanation of the cuetorn: Three centuries ago a baker was
executed at Venice for a crime of
When bis
which h»» wns not guilty.
innocence wns fully proved the judges
who condemned him Invested a sum
of money, the Interest on whlcb serves
a lamp perpetually lighted In
to

keep

the palace of the doges, this being
called the "lamp of expiation." Is addition, their fatal mistake baa for 800
to
years been held up aa a warning
their successors on the bench when
they are about to inflict the extreme

activities had foreign characteristics.

A New Manual.
apparent that tbls obstacle
must be overcome before the boy scout
organization could really find tbe place
in tbe heart of the American boy for
which the leaders hoped. To this tremendous task of Americanizing a
movement tbat originally was American many men bave given montbs of
serious thought and work, it Included
a conference In Washington under tbe
auspices of President Taft and consultations with many eminent educators
and philanthropists interested in tbe
development of American boys into
splendid citizens. The flret tangible
It

was

American
tbe three

Badge· 8how the Eagle.
The badges of the boy scout move·
ment have been changed The American eagle forms a part of the design.
The models for the various merit
badges uud hero medals have been
The requirements for these
revised
badges are In keeping with the activ-

ities of tbe American boy. There are
Instructions for the playing of games
not included in the British manual.
Many activities that are strictly Amer-

SeHeLtook

I

Thompson Heton was hastily sdopted
for tbe American boys. Tbe require
ments for the various classée of scouts,
badges, various articles In tbe manual,
scout law, equipment and many of the

them daily.

on It, shut the door.
»
He sat down at the table and
out a note for $50.000, payab e thlrtj
days after the maker should come
into ber estate, then gave it to me to
1 read it and while doing so
sign.
said: "Where Is the will? Let me

less.

than a year ugo It had many foreign
So popular did tbe organization become tbat tbe English manual
with several chapters by Ernest

phases.

classes of scouts have been changed
and made more thoroughly American.
Tbe scout oath has been changed.
The scout law has been amplified. To
it bave been added planks in keeping
with tbe American ideal of manhood
and citlzeusbip. It is aimed to train
tbe boys to face evils which threaten

writing materials

T°He* stood

ferred to tbls country should need
Tbe fact Is tbat
Americanization.
General Sir Robert Baden-Powell added new Ideas to the principles which
be found bere, and wben the Boy
Scouts of America was started mors

adapted to tbe Ideals of the
boys. Tbe requirements for

the gas and after eome
minutes* absence returned and politely
handed me out of the carringe.
went into the house with him and.
conducting him Into a room in the
center of which was a table with

few feet of his face.
«Drop that!" 1 said in my natural

Bcout movement to suit the needs of
Tbe movement
tbe American boys.
bas been Americanized, it may seem
strange tbat an organization that wo*
started in this country, adopted In
England and tben In a new form trans-

8cout Oath Changed.
A brief summary of tbe contents of
tbe manual shows at a glance how
thoroughly tbe activities have been

lighted

the will from bis pocket and
held it so that I could see that it was
genuine. This was all I wished for
Putting my hand in the pocket
raincoat, quick as a flash I leveled a
revolver at him. holding it within η

Movement Ha· Bnd Americanized.
Tbe leaders of tbe Boy Scoots of
America feel that at last they bar·
adapted tbe principles of the boy

result of this work Is the new manuaL

and told me to remain where I was

Clrcumatanoea Alter Cases.
When Israel Zangwili was an obscure youth teaching In a Jewish
penalty of tbe law.
school In London be sent a short poem
It
to a leading American monthly.
He kept
came back by an early pout
Disqualified.
8be appeared to be about
It, and after he bad achieved Came as lamps.
One west side woman who thought
was decidedly
a writer he sent the same po«m to the twenty years old and
was surUnder an impulse I decided herself an ardent suffragist
same magazine. This time be received comely.
other members of
that
learn
out
to
find
for
case
her,
to
the
prised
take
up
a cable from the editor offering
bny^ to
did not share her opinthe "world right·" for a large sum.' if she were about to fall into the hands tbe sisterhood
every season.
ion.
was the «am* word for of swindlers and, if she were, protect
The
poem
We aim to give the cow about a three or
"Why do you doubt my devotion to
her.
word.
fonr months' rest ont of every season,
cause?" she asked. "What have I
the
assure you," I said,
to
me
"Permit
to
a
view
with
feeding snd csring for her,
to make you think me less earfriend."
done
a
Different
have
the
of
me
In
remainder
"that
the
you
intensive dairying
this
to
me
the <*est of you women Γ
told
than
the
cow
nest
enables
a
It"
not
doubt
year ago yon
"Why,
"I do not
only
year. This
Their anewer was a letter whlcb the
was easily worth $15400. Now
do hei beat while being milked, but
notf*
place
"Why
for the time and
tbe day
you estimate Its value at lees than
1 can tell a dishonest man the mo- bad written to headquarters
yields ns greaterInreturns
handling her, and her
labor expended
IKUXXX'·
ment I see him. You are trustworthy." before.
dairy produots.
"You must remember that I was try"Ton wrote on your husband's eta·
"Thank you. Now give me an adOf course the same rale will not apply
"
then. Now you
to
sell
It
to
you
they said. "No suffragist who
tlonery
write
ing
the
can
of
you."
which
1
member
to
dress
herd,
to each individual
Κ
for
me
to
sell
her salt will write a personal
want
little
from
worth
you."—Chicago
torn
le
with
dried
of
very
up
paper
I gave her a bit
as some can be
her husband's letterheads."
Record- Herald.
effort, while some will milk right op to
a letter I had In my pocket and a pen- letter under
the time they drop their calf
cil. She wrote "Laura G. Ostrander, —Philadelphia Ledger.
In either case, we discontinue feeding
Adam Wae Qrouohy.
127 D street" It was the house of a
those rations which are conducive to a
What*· Adam so frlynrt to whom she had confided her
The
Rerpent
The Catastrophe.
for from two to four
milk-flow,
profuse
Did you bear about the catastrophe
grouchy niMiut today Τ The Ape—Oh, CM
months before calving time, and so far,
be nay* that the arrival of woman
In dryI left her at the door of her own down at the Browns' last night}"
we have always been successful
means that nil bis plan· for universal
oow In time to allow her a
"No. What bappenedP
and went to my room. Before
house
up
any
ing
bepeace have twen knocked tn the bead
"Why, Mrs. Brown gave the baby a
good rest before it was necessary to
to bed I wrote a note disguised
going
for gtNNl. 1'iick.
>
gin milking ber again.
for a feminine hand, addressed to F. «bottle to play with, and while ehe was
B. Wlnchell The letter that had come In tbe kitchen it fell oat at the crib
Whatever demanda the deepest coupWeeds are not only a bad thing foi
to me had no street and number on It end broke Its neck.**
age and endurance of soul of conn·
yonr own farm, bnt they injure yooi
"What, the babyΓ
so none was needed on the note 1
most unvelt moat perfectly Its hidden
she
neighbor as well. Don't let any grow in
because
herself
at
and
"No; the bottle."
provoked
wrote. I Informed Mr. Wlnchell thai
That weed right la the bill la your
ooraers and along the line to seed ovei
George W. Brlgp.
was too narrow minded to orfrlook strength
hour on a MTtiln night In
wont enemy,
on jout Mighhors laid,
It 1
1
or

Sallykine
black. Flopey

us

dishonest; then portant

off. Edgar may
in order that 1
the estate with
would not give
a little will be
better than nothing, and Edgar Is in

bis uncle turned him
have stolen the will
shall have to divide
him and others.
It
him very much, but

Flopsj,

Tell the driver to take

till he had explored the premises,
complied. Ho went Into the house

meet

four kittens named
and Sae.
was white,
was
Sallykine was yellow, and Sae was
gray, and they were all jnst as Rood
One morning their mother
as fold.
said to them: "1 am going out shopping. ïou be good kittens and dou't
go onteide the basket" And she pushed the cover down over the basket
were once

"

being especially
had evidently never

might

There

Topsy,
Topsy

"For a woman you have a good bead
Are you aure this cot
for business.
tage is vacant?"

there."
"He has been told that already.
When we stopped at the door of t e
bouse the man asked me for the key

open square. I was not In doubt as to
the place designated for the meeting.
It was a public place, where strangers

BOY SCOUTS
THE KITTENS'
OF AMERICA.
ADVENTURE.

real estate business the key to a vacant cottage on the Centervllle turn
There are writing materials
pike.
there—Indeed, everything we need.

Slnoe there was but one fountain In
town, and that In the center of an

advancing
mother laid on his forehead above the tucked in her belt. It occurred to me
cut.
the
bandage that covered
deep
that she was purposely a trifle late

UV4

posted it Then I

to

missent

lady

Her eyes were flxed on the white set
features and closed lids and the finely
chiseled lips which might part no
more to utter the homely dialect of
the country which she had despised
and ridiculed.
She could not weep. She could only
sit there, a miserable, heartbroken little figure, hating herself for her censorious words.
The doctor came and waved her

carriage standing at

there five minutes

By EGBERT CROSBY

Φ

a

pl.» Be

m
carriage, where he would find Laura,
who would bear what he had to eay.
Having sealed my nute, I went out and

certain

Laura
I Laura, else we would
not have to wear some mark by which
to be known to each other.
When the clock in a church tower
near by the park struck 10 1 entered
the park carrying a rose in my hand,
Mrs. Gray prepared bandages and oth- and, approaching the fountain, stood
er necessaries her husband built a
leaning upon the basin looking at the
roaring fire in the fireplace, and Eliza- tiny wavelets made by the water
that
beth sat cold and numb beside
sprinkling down upon It 1 bad waited
still form on the bed. Her hands rigperhaps five minutes when I saw a
idly held in place the bag of Ice her
with some violets

the coutrariness of womankind, aside. For an hour he worked over
and the mechanic the most tbe farmer) that he who had always found favor in the young man, while Elizabeth eat in
gets practically free of cost, and tbat I· her eyes, yow appeared to be awkward her own room breathless and despairbis rent, fuel and food.
and provincial in manner and speech. ing. Then at last she heard him goThe farmer, with health and a healthy
as compared to the showy youths she ing away, and instantly she was at
family, io proportion to hie necessary
41_
Her
the door of Norman's room.
outlay for farm and needed machinery,
**
^
*
1
-»
1
ia in position to earn more on hie in- though he was bigger and broader IUVUJC1 OUIlliUf,!^ VWAVUVU
vestment by far than la the professional and handsomer than any of the city and left them alone together.
man or the mechanic; and, where he is
Norman, looking very pale, hie head
bred youths, almost the first words he
not extravagant in some way, he is do- uttered seemed to place him In a differ- swathed in bandages, did not see her
For a moment she stood
ing it to-day. We can well call it ex- ent class.
come In.
travagant when be doesn't raise his
"So you knew I had returned, Nor- there looking down at him with her
is
It
fruit.
bis
and
his
meat,
vegetables
man?" she asked, withdrawing her heart In her eyes.
luxury wben he rides in the carriages
Suddenly he looked np at her, smll>
he sometimes buys, and when be fur- hands from his close grasp.
as he
nishes his borne as many do, wben they
"Yes, yes!" he had cried delightedly, ing whimsically in the old way,
contract debt to indulge in it. Now I and It was that characteristic double had been used to do before she told
He had
have said enough to bring down tbe affirmative uttered with a slight twang him the unpleasant truths.
wrath of all grumblers and nail keg sit- that drew η thin veil of discord be- looked that way when he was a boy
te.-s in tbe corner grocery store, and will
There was something growing up and she was a little girl
tween them.
quit.—C. D. Smead, V. S., in Tribune about the expression that smacked trotting to school beside him.
Parmer.
"Doctor says I'll be all right in a
strongly of the rustic; that, with the
"But I'll have
or so," be smiled.
day
double
Barrel.
favored
One
the
for
and
equally
twang
$50
to keep still. You don't mind my beA bottle of ink may be full of thoughts, negative. "No. no!" seemed to place
Bess?"
but it is not every man who can get Norman Ryder among the farmers and ing here In your house, do you.
"No, no!" she cried, dropping unconthem out. Perhaps not every man has dairymen who formed the community
noticed that over 500 prizes are offered about Elmwuod.
sciously Into the vernacular of Buffum
bein the Premium List of the Maine Corn
Elizabeth hated herself for shudder- county. She slipped to her knees
A Fruit Show, Portland, November 6-11,
side the bed and leaned her sunny
a
with
Norman
time
spoke
but every Maine man ought to, just the ing every
hie shoulder.
twang, but she couldn't help it. She head against
same.
Norman quivered and then laid one
If you raise anything, better look over was angry with him for speaking so—
and her father did not, nor did any of their hand on her head. "Ob, Bees! You
your corn and apples, your grain
It was carelessness on don't mean It! Do you lore me?' he
vegetables, and select a few of the best neighbors.
for the show. It will pay you to do it. Norman's part, and it grated on her whispered.
"Yes. yes!" sobbed Elizabeth. And
Out of 500 prizes you are likely to bit sensibilities.
to them both It was the sweetest word
something. Did you notice tbat $150
answer
"I
you'd
thought i>erhnps
cash goes to the man who makes the best
In the world.
my letters." he said rather ruefully,
display of apples, any variety, 2 barrels, as
The Box Tortol·»
he drew his chair near the glowing
2 boxes, 2 baskets, and 10 plates? There
were pretty
Though the tortoise is slow of foot.
are also second and third prizes worth stove. "but I expect you
while. Thirty-six prizes await barrels busy studying your music. I'm going It Is quick to make the beet of all its
of apples in a dozen different varieties, to ask you to play some of your clas- available modes of defense. The box
and a sweepstake 150 goes to tbe best llcal pieces for me by and by."
tortoise possesses a singular defensive
barrel in the class, in addition to tbe
"Of course I will." said Elizabeth. "1 apparatus. The plastron or shell covregular cash prize and diploma upon lldn't write to anybody here except ering the under part of the body is so
each variety. Premiums also for apfather and mother, and they said"—
formed that Its front segment can be
ples in boxes, baskets and plates, and
drawn upward to protect the animal's
somebody is going to get a Worcester nhe paused with sudden confusion.
"I guess they said 1 came over here head, the head meanwhile being drawn
Buckeye Mowing Machine. Then there
is corn, literally showered with prizes, most every night while you were
back under the carapace or shell on the
and over 200 premiums on grain, pota- gone!" he grinned happily. "The> let back of the tortoise. The upper and untoes and other vegetables.
me read your letters—and that was
der sheila then meet in front, forming
Send a postal to J. Henry Rines, 529 next best to getting 'em myself."
a kind of box In which the creature is
a
for
preCongress St., Portland, Me.,
I'd
write,"
"I didn't promise you
unassailable. When the danger is passmium list. It is worth seeing.
protested Elizabeth, rather stiffly.
ed the reptile relaxes a muscle and
"No. no!" hp uttered quickly, exSave Poultry Manure.
the raised part of the plastron falls, arther from blame. "But—but
lowing the head and fore feet to come
By good authorities, poultry manure inerating
is rated aa high as 120 per ton, which is —I kind of thought you might answer
forth. This movable plate Is fastened
quite up to the grade of some commer- one of 'em, and so I kept on writing." to the plastron by a strong hinge of
cial sorts.
"I was glad to bear from you, and I
elastic ligament
its ammonia
man
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"I don't believe you better eay it,"
■be said deliberately, her eyea on tbe
small shoe that tapped tbe carpet
His face whitened underneath the
bronze, and there was a stricken look
In his eyee. "I hardly dared to hope
1
•
much since I heard you were coming
It Sounded Better After Nearly I home, but before you went away"—
;;
He choked a little and asked her a
Losing It
«
question, "Will you tell me why
::
•
Bees?'
She looked up at him with a strange
i
By CLARISSA MACKIE
hardness in her heart. "Do you really
want me to tell your' she asked.
American Press Asso- [
ι Copyright byelation,
"Yes, yes!" he said eagerly.
19U.
Τ
"That's it, Normau Kyder!" she flash"It's your UulTum county twang
ed.
-I-t-I M I I I I 1 1 1 M 1 1 Π π ; π M-l
When E'.'zabeth Gray returned to and your everlasting 'yes-yes' and 'noEl m wood after a year spent with an no,' and you know better too!"
He stared at her, bewildered for
uncle in a distant city, she found few
changes in the quiet village. The morn- a moment, and as the import of her
ing after her arrival she lay contented- words struck home he reddened deeply
ly In the slant roofed little room that and all the tenderness fled from his
had been hers since childhood and eyes. "So that's the reason?" he said
listened to the familiar music of ham- gratingly.
"Well. Bess, there's no
mer and saw from the distant ship- chance for me, then, because if you
don't love me enough to overlook a
yards.
Just then wood smoke reminded her mere habit of speech you don't love
that her mother was getting break- me as much as 1 want you to. I sup.
fast in the kitchen and with a pricking pose I don't shine very brightly comof remorse at her slothfulnees, Eliza- pared with the city fellows you've met
beth arose and dressed.
but I've loved you better than anybody
I thought the waffles would nrouse else In the world ever could."
He
you, Bess." smiled her mother, as the crammed on his hat and without angirl entered the kitchen, flushed and other word left the house.
Elizabeth stood alone In the parlor
sparkling. "Here is the first batchtake them in and begin your break- her
flxed in a
stare on

fti

careless handlers of milk, parties of the
second or third part. The dairyman is
sometimes excusable, or there are ex- fast. I"tenuating circumstances that almost
"Mother mine!" scolded Elizabeth,
excuse him if his milk is a "little off,"
the rosy cheeked, plump little
for it is an expensive and exacting labor I leading
"Sit
the dining room.
to keep the milk absolutely pure; but I woman Into
with
tbe middleman is never excusable, for it I right down and eat breakfast
is easily possible for him to maintain I dad. 1 shall cook waffles for both of
the integrity of his stock. With reason I you. Not a word!"
able care be can keep the best milk up I She smiled back at the two loving
to its standard of superiority; with thel faces as she passed to and fro from
same care he can avoid extraneous de-1
kitchen to dining room ministering to
Pipe Repairing,
terioration in stock not quite as good as I
,
their wants.
Tender pasture grass is more easily it should be.
and Iron.
to keep her with
digested than dry fodders. Again we
Let the dairyman have all the blame I "We can't expect
134-11.
Teiephoa·
"This
see that succulent foods are more easily
that trails back to him as the first party I us always." sighed her mother.
digested than dry fodders; that early —let the sins of the other men rest with I last year without her has shown me
late
I
cut hay in more easily digested than
them.
how dreary it will be for us whenJ. WALDO NASH,
cut hay and that grain and concentrates
We dairymen should never discourage I somebody takes her away."
and
than
are more easily digested
hay
agitation for purer and better dairy I "By 'somebody* I suppose you mean
coarse fodders.
for the more we can raise ourl
goods,
Norman," boomed Mr. Grays deep
from
We can make a balanced ration
above suspicion the more we ac· I
goods
a
such
but
"I don't know as there's anand
alfalfa
corn ensilage
hay,
tbe more ! voice.
and
them
for
the
1
demand
cent
<!e Street, mr Masonic Block,
ration contains an Λοβββ of coarse fiber extended their use and the greater ourl other man In Elinwood, to say nothing
j of the outside world, that I'd rather
NORWAY. and requires too great an expenditure of ultimate profit.
T«'ep ion· Connection.
energy to digest and assimilate it.
Let us win our customers1 confidence I give my little Bess to than Norman
Such a ration may be greatly improved and cash in one
operation by throwing in I Ryder. Perhaps she hns met someby the addition of a few pounds of con their minds such a pic'lire of our dairy body else in the city—you can't tell—
centrâtes.
work a« George Eliot gives of the dairy I
...
t.
Norman's ouiy country bred. Bess
Cows that are giving milk must have at Hall Farm in "Adam Bede": "Thel and
met some fine dandified
probably
an
abundance of protein. The more
I
at.
dairy was certainly worth looking
Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.
protein we feed up to a certain point It was a scene to sicken for ... in I chaps in New York."
It would be Norman," intbe larger the milk flow. It is the hot and
dusty streets—such coolness, I "I'd rather
amount of food over and above that re- such
such fragrance of new press-1 sisted Mrs. Gray, with a little frightpurity,
quired to maintain the body that goes to ed cheese, of firm butter, of wooden I ened flutter in her voice that went
stimulate the milk production.
"I
heart.
Elizabeth's
vessels perpetually bathed in pure wa- straight
to
Tbe Gorman standard of feeding calls ter."—Cor. Tribune Farmer.
bear to have Bess marry anycouldn't
for one and one-quarter pounds of profrom the city. We might not see
tein for every ten or twelve pounds of Or. Smead Reckons Farmers' Profits. I body
her from one year's end to the other."
milk.
I have been amused at some of the re-1
Another principle is that feeding conI Elizabeth hastened into the dining
porta or bulletins issued by experiment
centrates, rich in nitrogen and mineral stations where men had been sent into I room with a plate of waffles scorched
MAINE.
NORWAY,
matter, Increases the value of the ma- tbe rural diatricts to get atatistica. I to a crisp and her fair face flushed
nure and much of tbe profits from high
These bulletins sometimes report that I and agitated.
feeding must be made through the fer- tbe farmers are raising this animal at a I "I've heard every word you said."
tility brought on to the farm by the id- loss, this crop and that crop at a loss, I she confessed between tears and laughA Reliable
creased value of tbe manurial fertility.
and their dai ies are running them into I ter.
Dears. I'm not going to marry
FOR
But, high feeding is not always the
yet these same farmers are aup-1 anybody. I haven't seen any one In
debt;
moot profitable. This is a matter that
I
in
ride
to
(sometimes
porting fine rigs
that could tempt me away
must be worked out by tbe man himself
in tbe bank, I New York
and have

CATARRH
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The

ican,
"be

but at tbe same time train to

prepared" physically, mentally
and morally for emergencies, have b»*en
The equipment of tbe boy·
has been worked out carefully. It li
made more compact, and yet more
things for the comfort and tbe enjoyment of the boys have been addi-d.
At the same time tbe price has tipen

added

OUT OF TUB BASKET JUMPED THlï KITTBN3.

brought with him belonged to the kittens, and βυ he ran after them and
tried to catch th<>ui and bring thein
back borne, wnere they belonged. The
barder be ran tbe more frightened the

kittens becurne, and tbey scuinpered
and dodged and bid behind tbe tree
trunks and among tbe dried leaves till
tbe farmer's sun got encouraged and
went back.to his fishing.
With soft Uttle aiews tbey called
to each other till tbey were all together

again.

At first tbey thought (bey would try
to find their wuy home, but after wandering a little way In every direction

gave up the task as hopeless.
never be able to And our
way out," said Topsy.
"Let's build α house to live In," said

tbey

"We shall

Bue.

That seemed to be tbe only thing to
be done, and so they selected a pile of
dried leaves In the shade of α great
oak and scooped out a hollow In tbem,
which made a comfortable nest, in
which tbey all cuddled down and fell
fast asleep and dreamed tbey were
home In their own basket again.
When tbe mother cat came borne
from her shopping and found not only
the kittens but tbe basket gone she

much distressed cut. She could
understand why tbu kittens should run
Imaway, but not the basket, and sho
mediately set out to And them. She
Then
ran all over the barn, calling.
was a

eh· ran to the bouse, but she got ιιυ
answer there. She went up the road
and down the road without succesn.
At last she took tbe path through the
woods, and there on a sunny bank by
the side of the trout stream she saw
tbe bosket She ran to it and threw
But what was her
back tbe cover.

to find Inside instead of four
nice warm kitten* half α dozen horrid
cold trout Although she was fond of
fish as a rule, she was not at all glad

disgust

to see tbem this time. However, she
reflected that if tbe basket was here
the kittens could not be far off, and
so she set about exploring the woods
Before long
with renewed energy.
she came upon α black kitten and α
white kitten and a yellow kitten and
a gray kitten fast asleep In a pile of

llrled leaves.

greatly

reduced
Another Interesting phase of the new
manual is that tbe illustrations are
distinctly American and replace the
foreign pictures In the old manuaL
The old Illustrations as well as many
words an J phrases often puzzled the
American boys. These difficulties have
been eliminated

Appeals

Age of Admleeion,
have

been made to the ex-

ecutive board of tbe Boy Scout* of
America to permit boys under twoive

Tbe exfears to qualify as scouts.
ecutive board gave the requests careful consideration and finally decided
tbat in view ot tbe alms of tbe boy
scout movement It Is much wiser to
keep tbe age limit, twelve years, uniform throughout tbe Doited States.
8couts Must Bt Neat
Tbe Boy Scouts of America are required to keep their finger nails clean
and attend to tbelr teeth. The new
scout law imposes these duties upon
them, for plank No. 11 says: MA boy
scout

Is

clean,

ile

keeps

clean

in

body and thought and stands for clean
speech, clean spirit and clean habits."

The boys bave received directions for
the care of tbelr finger nails and are
told that they are cut once a week
and cleaned dally. It la hoped that

the hundreds of thousands of boys
atlmnlated by tbe new boy scout principles will exhibit clean, glistening finSpecial instrucger nails bereafter.
tions also are given the boys for tbe
Boys are taught
care of tbe teeth.
that many disease· are spread because
of failure to clean the teeth and ars
told tbat olefin teeth never decay. Accordingly boys are urged to give care-

ful attention both morning and even-

ing

to their teeth.

Five Q···· In a Flook.
come to see you,
play five geese In a flock. The children sit on the grass or on a bank or
One stands as
bench side by side.
market woman opposite tbe row of

When your friends

playera.

She walks along the row and touches
child, beginning where she
pleases and saying one word of the
following rhyme to each as she touches
with the string* of kittens after her her:
understood that tbey were the rightful Ple—e good—farmers-cut—the—corn ;
owners of the banket and so be took Keep—the—wheat—and—burn--the— thorn :
;
the fish oat and tbe cat and the four Bhut—your—«ate—end—turn—the—lock
Keep—the—Ave geese la—a—flock.
kittens all Jumped In. Then be tied
Aa soon as she says the word "flock"
th· flsb together with a string and
one first touched jumps up and
the
took
carried them with one band and
Tbe market woman purthe basket In tbe other, and In this runa away.
But while ahe la catching
ines her.
way he brought them all home again.
her the other geese have fled, and she
has to catch each player and reseat
her In her place before the game can
The Dwarf Mou·*.
Id tbe south of Scotland and In some begin again. Tbe one first caught beparts of the south of England there comes In her turn the market woman.
lire· In harvest fields a dwarf mouse
whkb Is only two and a half Inches
Indspendenee.
long, though Its tall makes It twlpe tbe
Tbe town of Palmer, Mass., Is one of
sise from tip to tip. It Is a bos/ little the communities that declared them·
weaver and makes a curious nest by
Ire· Independent of Great Britain beIntertwining stalks of wheat reeds or
lt July 4, 1770. according to a hisother grasses or by wearing together torian who has been examining the old
havthe leaves and panicles of grasses,
records of the town. This man found
ing first cut tbe leave· Into shreds by a document that shows that Pulmer*»
Its teeth. Xbla little nest is almost like dtlxens met In assembly June 16, 1778,
a globe In shape, and the entrance and formally renounced all allegiance
opening almost close· aftar the little to the mother
Then ahe led tbem back through tbe
woods to where tbe basket lay. Tbe
farmer's boy when be saw the cat

each

Κ

creature peases in or out

'Generally

It Is suspended among the stalks of
grain. Llk· the Uttte field mouse, the
harvest mouse lay· up large store· of
grain and other food.
A Great Scheme.
I wish ! had s stick so high
That It would reach unto tbe sky,
And when there came a rainy day
I'd push the rain clouds right away.

country.

Not Just What She Meant
A little community of colored people
had raised tbe money to build a new
church, ahd tbe dedication waa to
take place the next day. "Where ars
you going tomorrow Γ the schoolteacher asked one young girl. Smiling radiantly, she answered, "I's going to the degradation of our church Γ
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RJitor» and

Forbes,!

Proprietor·.
A. K. FOKBKS.

UEOKOK M. ATWOOO.

TtaMS— $1J0 a vear If pal J strictly In advance
4 ceo ta
Otherwise #2 00 a year. Single copie·
All legal advertisement·
Advkktiskmkmts :
tor $1 SO
are given three consecutive Insertion·
conper Inch In length of column. Special
tracta m vie with local, transient and yearly
advertisers.
Job Ρβικτπμ —New type, faut presse·, electricworkmen and low price·
power, experience·!
bualcombine to make thin department of oar
and
popular.
neM complete
—

COPIES.

tour cent·
Single copiée of The Pkhocrat areof
price by
eju-h They will be mailed on receipt
« onvenlence of Pal™"
for
the
or
the publisher·
1 on
single copie· of each l<sue have been place·
:
sale at the following place· In the County
Howard's Drug store.
South Parle,
S hurtle <Γ β Drug Store.
Noye« Drug Store.
Norway.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Fuckdeld,
Mrs Harlow .Poet Offlce.
Parle Hill.
Samuel T. White.
West Pari»,

Coming Events.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

4-7.—Maine State Fair, Lewtaton.

11.—State election.
12, 13, 14.—Oxford County Fair.
Fair,
19. 20. 21.—Androscoggin Valley
Canton.
Andover.
Sept. 27, it).—Northern Oxford Fair,
tH.1. 3, 4, 5.—West Oxford Fair, Fryeburg.
NEW

ADVBKT SEMENTS.

Indigestion, Constipation, Kfceumat.'sin, etc.

Much Nervousness.
Blanket· of Ouallty.
Wanted.
The Dennis Pike Agency, (3. Inch ads.)
Karl* Showing of fall Footwear.
Fall Sty lea.
The Home of Hart Schalfner A Marx, etc.
Uood Stomach?
Hyomet for Catarrh.
llalr that Fascinate·.

Greeting·.

New Fail tiann -nt·.
Wanted Immediately.
House· tor Sale.
Piano· and Player I'lanoe.

Thi·

Month's

Important

Election.

Before another iaeue of the Democrat
in no the press, the people of Maine will
be voting in the special election. There
are four questions to be voted upon, of
varying degree· of importance. Even
the less important ones should receive
the careful consideration of the voter.
The one great issue, the importance of
which has overshadowed the other queutions, is the question whether the prohibitory amendment to the constitution
shall be repealed. There is no need
here and now of summarizing or repeating any of the arguments pro and coo on
this question. Rarely bas a question before the people been so thoroughly presented in all its phases.
It is true the advocate· of repeal have
done very little in the line of public
meetings, but their newspapers, though
only a few in number, have labored unceasingly and strenuously, and their
literature has been distributed over the
state with a lavish hand, indicating the
existence of plenty of funds for the
campaign. Many force·, including the
larger part of the newspapers of the
state, the churches, the Grange, the

THE OXFORD BEARS.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
Paria HOI.
rbu Baptist Church, Rev. O. W. F. Hill, pastor.
Preaching every San«lay at 10:4& a. M.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 Jo.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
7 30.
A1
the 1st Sunday of the month at 3 30 r. m.
not otherwise connected axe cordially Invited,
Knickerbocker
Universalis* church. Rev. C. A.
Minister.
Preaching service every Sunday at
10 .-45

A M

P. Potter aod family
closed their sommer home here aod returned to Pennsylvania laat week.
Mi»· Mary P. Burohfield and Mia·
Elizabeth Weimer, who have been at
Elmburat several weeks, returned to
Pittaburg, Pa., laat week.
Miss Olive Thompaoo of Portland ia
the guest of Mrs. Harlow at Klmhurat.
Sumner E. Newell and Wallace H.
Cummings have put cement walks it)
(root of their residence· on Maio Street
in place of the old plank sidewalk.
Mrs. Charles E. Caae aod daughter re
turoed Friday to their New York home.
Mr. aod Mrs. P. E. Shorey aod daughter, Mi·· Gertrude, of Portlaod, were
guests of Mr·. H. E. Hammond aod
(amiiy last week.
D. Β Graves aod wife of Boatoo were
at H. D. Hammond'· last week.
Daoco at Academy Hall Friday even
Muaic
by Shaw's
iog, S« pt. 8th.
Orchestra. Ice cream eerved at iotereach.
ceots
Admiaaioo 25
misaioo.
QooJ d <or. All invited.
Colonel Ε T. Brown, Fie'd Art-llery,
baa requested to be retired
U. S A
from active service under the provisions
of the act of* Coogreaa of Juoe 30, 1832.
Under the proviaiona of thia act, when
ao officer has served over forty year· and
requests to be retired, such request will
be granted
by the president. Col.
Brown will be retired Nov. 30, 1911.
Miss Marion Hartshoro of Somerville,
Maes., ia the goeat of Mr·. Ε. H. Jackson a few days.
Founder's Day waa observed at Hamlin Memorial Hall on Monday, August
2Sth. In spite of the heavy rain fortyone guests registered and ice cream aod
cake were served, making it a very pleasant occasion.
Dorchester,
Mitts Bertha Flood of
Maws., has been the guest of Miss
Ktthryu Royal in the Whittemore District during the past week.
Hon. John D. Long, Ex-Secretary of
the Navy, and Mrs. I^ong were at Paris
Hill Saturday, coming over from their
summer home in Buckfield.
Hon. Edward L. Parris of New York
aod Mr·. Parris arrived at their summer
borne in this village laat week.
has improved hie
Alonzo Pomroy
house by the addition of a front piazz·».
A. W. Otis, the Boston commission
merchant, who has sold a good mauy
applet» for Paris Hill growers, was here
last week looking over the apple crop.
S. D. Burchenal of New York City was
the guest of his mother and sister at
the Hubbard House Sunday and Monday.
Mrs. Joho Q. Twitchell and Mies
Addie F. Marble of Portland, and Miss
Frances L. Perham of Washington, D.
C., are guests at Elmhurst.
Recent arrivals at the Hubbard House:

Judge William

H. L. Weetor. Boston.
E. A. Blbl>er, Boston
J. Ο McClure, Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred W. Otis, Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Γ. Jones, Norway; Mrs. Otis
S. Jones. Boston.
Mr. ami Mrs. John D.Long, Hlogham, Mens.
Wallace H. White and wife. Harved White,
Lewletun.
Mrs. Wrn. Frye White, Elizabeth White,
Charlotte White, Medford. Mass.
Mrs C. F. Niémen, New York.
Mrs J. C. Irlbh, Lowell. Mass.
Mr. ao-l Mrs. M. R. Uodlng. Portland.
Mr and Mrs. J. H. Short, Portland.
Rimer F Smith, Portland.
Mr. ami Mrs. A. B. Cmhman, Auburn.
S. D. Burchenal, New York.

;

Bethel.

waa «hooked I
to hear that Mr·. Bllen Chandler had

Sunday the community

away at Dr. King*· Hospital la
Portland. Mrs. Chandler eobmltted to
acrltioal surgical operation Friday

P«eed

I

encouraging reporta had been received.
She died very suddenly. Mr·. Chandler

Mise Patience Mitchell of Dorchester,
Ma·· 17 years of age, was drowned off
Cape Porpoia· Wednesday by the capsizing of a canoe. Her companion, Herbert Melcber of Mt. Vernon, N. T., 18
years of age, a good swimmer, kept bar
head above water for about an hour until they were picked up, bat the shock
and tbe eold were too much for her.

Melcber oollapssd attar the

reeeu·.

ter, S. Lizzie Jewett, of Blsbeetown.
A baby girl cam· to the borne of
SUae Stearna one day laat week.
Mr. and Mra. W. C. Ward and A. B.
Cooper of Milton, Maaa., weak to tbeir
homee Wednesday.
Tbey have been
boarding at Fred Hazelton'a.
Mr. and Mra. Harold Bean aad ofalld
are at Mm boaaa of her paraata, Mr. and

Mra. Κ. B. Hereey.

B,ei*e

I

Mr. Clarenoe Atwood of Aubnrn hae
*»· in lows been here thla week.
S*
Mr. G. W. Tllton and M lu Mae Chafà few
ft
days last week in the interest· of
fheLeader andother publications of fin, both of thla town, were married
Tuesday morning bj iter. F. M. Lamb,
the Universalist Publishing Hoose.
W. Duabam, Mr. and left on the morning train for a abort
*T-

fh,,,,p·

waa the widow of Ablal Chandler, and
for the put few year· ahe and her alater,
Mise Blake, hid occupied their new I and Mrs. P. L. Wy man, Roscoe Tuell wedding trip.
Owing to the rainy weather of Monhome on Spring Street. They bad a and Mi·, and Mrs. Otis A.
Γβαη1οη »t West Sum- day and Monday evening the temperance
moat "homey" place and their guests)
7ϋ?Γβοβ'
meeting wai not largely attended bot
the genial atmosphere whiob I ner last Wednesday.
1 w,7·
Is a guest of I earnest and Instructive apeeohea were
alwaya aurrounded It. Formerly Mr.lI Mrs. Taylor of Boston
a"d Mrs. J. R. Tucker for a few made by Hon. Geo. D. Biabee of Romresort
•?d Mr». Chandler bad a summer
Henry Hodaon of Gullhaving come for her daughter ford ana Hon.
"The Waterepout Mountain House" and
with the ford. Rev. F. M. Lamb prealded.
a boat of friend· will bear of her death Frances, who has been stsying
with real Borrow. Mra. Chandler waa I Tuckers during Dr. and Mrs. Taylor's I The Portland Packing Co. began packing corn at tbelr plant here Wedneaday.
an active and loyal member of the Μ. Ε. I trip abroad.
installed five husking ma·
church and none of ita interests were I Mrs. W. J. Curtis took a trip in Prank They bave
She waa an Andrews'automobile to LewUton Fri- obinea thla aeaaoo. The proapecta are
ever forgotten by her.
i
good for a large pack.
active member of the W. R. C. and W. I day.
The Miaaea Gladya and Lara Morrill
C. T. U. She will be sadly miased in I Hannibal Hougbton of Auburn was
gaeit °f Mr' Md Mr*' W' *· arrived home Tneaday from the Oxford
the home and community. The loyeofj
Spring House, where they have been
friends waa manifeat in the exquisite
Dr. and Mrs. Wheeler spent Thursday doing table work during the sommer*
flowers which covered her casket on
Un· Lm"· ·· Miaa Gladya will enter Farmington thia
DrTuesday when the funeral waa held at
fall.
the M. E. church, her pastor, Rev. C. L.
Barden Ti,lted MIm Al>nie
Many of the veterana here attended
Banghart, officiating.
the Sumner veterana' reunion at Weat
Enoch Foster of Portland was In I Shenk at Norway oyer Sunday.
J. A. Bates was in Norway Thurs- Sumner Wedneaday, reporting a good
Bethel on business Wednesday.
time.
Wednesday evening Col. Fred N. Dow I day
Wilbur Caldwell of Turner Fall*,
Mre' Har?e7 Sauoof Portland gave an interesting address
hie slater, Mra. A. T.
in Odeon Hall. He gave a history of I rtereι andI little eon were week-end guests I Maaa., is viaiting
Cole.
the temperance cause and urged the of Mre. Sara Curtis.
Jamea Bryant was quite severely hurt
Mrs. Gladys A. Hammond and little
votera to give a vote Sept. 11 that should
Wedneaday, suataioing a fracture of
have no uncertain sound. Vote No.
daughter Avm of Livermore Pails,
ribs. Mr. Bryant was standing in
Mrs. F. N. Dow accompanied her hue-1 Gerald C. Tracy of West Peru have been three
an ezpreaa wagon from which the aeata
baud to Bethel, their trip being made bv I recent visitors at J. H. Cole's.
Miss Mabel Bicker entertained tbe had been removed when the horse dodgautomobile.
him out and
The corn shop will start up about I Happy-Go-Lucky Club Tuesday evening. ed suddenly, throwing
Refreshments of ice cream, cake and striking on the wheel.
Sept. 7.
The Hurray Stock Co. played three
The academy will open the fall term fancy crackers were served.
Mrs. F. S. Far η urn has gone to Boston night* here to good houses.
Tuesday, Sept. 5.
Mlaa Emmie Morrill of Portland ia the
Mr. and Mrs E. C. Bowler and Mary to purohase fall millinery.
Mrs. Fred Smith and little daughter guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. G Davee at
have been taking a short outing.
tbelr home on North Hill.
Wer®
The government survey crew are in I
re0ent. gQe"U of re,ati™
!
Bethel for an indefinite time.
Lovell.
from
Dr. Edwin Geliring and family of I Miss Aiioe Penley is at home
Mra. Susan B. Abbott of Roxbury,
Portland are visiting Mrs. Gehring's Boothbay Harbor where she has been
Mass., has sold her houae known aa
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Chamber- during the season.
Miss Martha Maxim of Cambridge "Sunshine Cottage" to Mr. Pliny B.
lain.
of Albany.
Mr. Albert Burbank of Portland I· I was a guest at J. R. Tuoker'e Wednw- Henley
Geo. L. Croaaman of Portland gave a
j day,
stopping in Bethel.
in Odeon I
(Tbup'ow), wife of Ezra very effective address favoring the rer,f.r!L Tillinghast will speak
Ridlon, died at her home Thursdav tention of the prohibitory amendment at
Hall Tuesday evening.
Hall Friday evening.
Town schools open Tuesday, Sept. 5. evening after a long illness at the age of Wiley's
Ε. Ν. Α Ν. T. Fox have bought the
Beeidee her husband, Mrs.
Miss Ethel Farweil takes the position of
dia\W,b'
ί R dlon is survived by a daughter Blien, farm of W. L. Howe at the Harbor.
master of the grammar school.
Rev. Lincoln Goodrich of Taunton
wife of Joseph H. Moody, and son, '
J George W. Ridlon, of West Paris also supplied the pulpit at the village ohuroh
MIDDLE INTKBVAXB.
Sidney A. Judson and Edward T. Col- four grandchildren; Mre. Dora Jack- Sunday.
Misa Luoy E. Elliott haa returned to
lins have been runnuu; levels for the I son, Delia, wife of L. H. Penley, ClarBerlb» A. Ridlon, Lincoln, Muss.
U. S. Geological Survey; Topographioal
a.Dd
w » i
M. F. Cbarlea of Reading, Maes., is In
*·
Mr·· ^d'on was
Branch, through this section.
"nd » member of the town for a few daya.
Viola Little of Sunday River spent the I
Sabbath here with her aunt and sister. I Methodist church, from wbloh the
Hiram.
Mrs. Ida M. True, who visited in I funeral service was held Saturday afterMra. Frank A. Thurston of Borne, who
noon.
and
Mills
Woodstock,
Locke's
Bethel,
Mihh Beulah Bobbins of West Sumner with her children, Linda, Nathalie, Anhas returned to her home in Roxbury,
her aister,
is spending a few days with her unole nie and Alston, haa vlaited
Mass.
Mrs. Ell C. Wadawortb, returned home
Lawrence Kimball, son of B. W. Kim- and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. H. Brown of Rumford un Thuraday.
ball of Bethel Hill, has been here a few
A. M. Littlefield of Conway Center,
Palls were guests of Mr. Brown's parents
days with Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Chase.
Ν. H., and Walter Willey of Fryeburg
Orlando Buck is hauling early apples over Sunday, and Mrs. Brown remained
were in town thia week.
for a longer visit.
away for sale.
Eli C- Wadsworth ia recovering from
Miss Jennie L. Bradbury has resigned
We are pleased to learn that a baby
in the ,e'ePhone exchange hla recent illoeas.
son has come to the home of Mr. and
P"?:tion
MUs Hannah E. Bucknell ia viaiting
and» will return to Bliss Business College
Mrs. Edward M. Carter.
frienda In Portland.
"
In last week's items a mistake in print.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew P. Cram of BosShould bave been Rev. Wm. Beavins inat
Mise Marguerite Perkins of Brewer is ton are taking their annual vacation
stead of Barrows.
heF gr*ndfftther» Rev. Sfeth the Mt. Cutler Houae. We learn that
°'
Moses
Mrs.
of
the
death
of
Reading
Mr. Cram is retired from the Boston
Cummings of Bird Hill reminds the
Mrs. Emma Es!es of Portland is tbe police after twenty-five years' service.
writer of pleasant hours spent in her
Mra. Iaaac S. Lowell ia recovering
home with her and in the school room guest of her mother, Mrs. Elisha Emery.
from her illness.
Miss Helen Nute of Pell Biver, Mass
with her daughter as a pupil some years
Henry N. Burbank baa moved bia
Mrs. C. P. Dunham.
ago. How the husband and father must is visiting
grain businesa into his new store.
miss such a wife and daughter none can
Pond.
Cbarlea Cotton recently spent several
Bryant's
know but those who have passed through
Mr and Mrs. George Cushman gave a days in Portland and vicinity.
such a loss. But what is bis loss is their
former
Frank Witbam visited his
at the
gain, as such Christian souls must in- reception Friday evening, Sept. 1,
There neigh bora in Hiram after an absence of
herit heavenly rest and peace. Soon all home of Hanoo H. Cushman.
ga"""""! °' "iMd· "d some years In Massachusetts.
of our loved ones will be beckouing for
us on the shining shore, where parting
North Buckfield.
George A. England and family went to
will be no more.

CurtSattand-

I
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The Dennis Pike Agency

Grief over the death ofbli wife led
Edward Bennett, a graduate of Oxford
1
Jnlversity, England,, who bed been a
-Mldent of Sooth Tomaeton for the paat
its yean, to murder bia three children
ind then take hie own life Monday*
Two of the children were killed by the
ise of ohloroform tod the third by
lyanide of potassium and ohloroform.
Γο make bia own death certain the men
vent to the water'e edge and there took
ι doaeof cyanide of potaaalum and jump>d In. Hie body wae found 200 feet off
ibore when the tide receded. The murlered ohildren were aged respectively β,
I and 2 yeara.

J

WANTS KOBE
PARIS FARMS
To sell.

Call at once

IL MERCHANT & CO.
Successors

And Tailored Costumes.

comprehensive showing of New Suits, Skirts and
especially adapted for early Fall wear.

A very
Dresses

Tailored Garments in Suits and Coats

prices.
Si^its

Coats

Greetings
from friends who
or a

at

message

journey,

a

medium

The

Hair That Fascinates.

to convey

these messages should al-

is none better than

Crane's Linen Lawn
in its many beautiful

time.
If you haven't uaed PARISIAN SAOE
aren't on the high road to hair
eauty. PARISIAN SAOE la the most'
delightful preparation that deatroya the
dandruff germa and by ao doing removes
in a abort time the cauae of dandroff,
falling hair, itching eoalp, faded and lifeleas bair.

Îou

Our assortment is

no

$15.00.

garment

more

received

just
WE HAVE
invoice of Mon's
a new

South Paris, Maine.

Suits. Every garment represents the highest skill
known to the tailor's ari.
We feature the newest
shades in Cassimeres, Worsteds and Serges.

Styles

Isabelle Swallow'a.

ia

boarding

Oxford.
The Congregational Ladies' Aid met
with Mra. Clara Warren laat Wednesday.
Isabelle Parrott celebrated her Uth
birthday Tuesday by a lawn party.
▲ Hoe Brett, who baa been working at
the Oxford Spring House this summer,
bas returned to ber borne.
The boys left Kamp Kohut last Wed-

for the

present.

A. G. Farrar has bis three

daughters.

James Currie, 55, whose home was in
Mrs. Fletcher Pariin and two daugh- Miiimichl, Ν. B., and who was employof
South
Paris
are
Mrs.
D.
ters
visiting
ed in a mill at Davidson, was atruok
D. Small.
and killed by a freight train two miles
north of that place on the night of the
East Bethel.
26th while he waa» returning from a
Miss Elsie Bartlett bas returned borne danoe at Staoyville. He leaves several
from Washington, D. C.
children in the provinces.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester F. Bean are
While bathing at Biddeford Pool
his
a
weeks
at
borne
here.
few
spending
Miss Loniae Straaburg of Rumford Thnraday evening, Herbert Hill, 17 years
Fall* was a recent guest of her friend, of age, was drowned. His father, F.
Max Hill, a prominent hardware dealer
Miss Ella Farwell.
Mrs. E
G. Forrey of Dorchester, of Montreal, made a tremendous struggle
to save tbe boy, but in vain, and was
Mass., and Mrs. F. G. Sloan of

cows.

Albany
their sister, Mrs. himself overcome by bis exertions and
nearly lost bis life.

were recent guests of
J. L. Holt.
Mr. and Mrs. Dsvld Gaw and little
son of Cambridge, Mass., bave been
spending the past month with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Bartlett.
Mr. and Mrs. George Armltage of
Lawrence are gnesta of their aant, Mrs.
Etta Bean.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Frost and little
daughter of Kingfield were recent guests
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M.

in
to

Kimball.

Mason.
Mrs. I. W. Mason, Miss Flora Wheeler
and Miss Grace Farwell visited at Β, H.
Morrill's Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Benjamin Skllllnga of Bolster's

111,111.

THIRTY YEARS TOGETHER.
Thirty years of association—think of
It. How the merit of a good thing stands
oat in that time—or the worthTessoess
of a bad one. 8o there's no guesswork
In tbls evidenoe of Thos. Arise, Concord,
Mich., who writes: "I have used Dr.
King's New Discovery for 80 years, and
it's the best oough and oold cure I ever
used." Once it finds entrance In a home
you oan't pry It out. Many families have
nsed It forty years. It's tbe most Infal-

lible throat and lung medioine on earth.
Uuequaled for tbe grippe, asthma, hayfever, croup, quinsy or sore lungs. Price
50ο, $1.00: Trial bottle free. Guaran-

teed

by Ohaa. H. Howard Co.
..

\

as

and

sight-

possible.

Prices

fancy Worsteds.
$20.

artistic

have

suits

These

linings,

$7

servicea';·.

trimmings
workmanship.
best

50

of

and

Big Line of

FALL PANTS.

Copynfbt 1910
Tba Houw of KupptnlwinMr
CLicigo

J.

IF

them,

we

got them to show, too ; the

We've

Fall weaves, colors and patterns; the new models and smart

new

Hart

from

fashions

Marx, just in ; just
of

our

Schaffner

friends and customers.

good—these clothes—that they

They're so
don't really cost much ; there's true
my in buying them.
Select youre

buy

now ;

it when

econo-

South Paris

Square

Lightning Jars.

Hall Pints
Pints
Quarts
Half Gallon

Half Gallon

$1.10 per

Caps

Duplex Jar Opener
Queen Jelly Mould

you're ready.

"

"

doz

96
86
20
1° each
60 per doz.
36

Quarts

Jelly

.85 per doz.
90
1.26

Economy Jars.
Pints
Extra

$

1.00

&

opened up for the

PLUMMER

Fruit Jar Sale!

interested in fine

enjoy showing them.

clothes to

use

31 Market

want you to know that

enough

we're

F.

Clothier and Furnisher

you're enough interested in
fine clothes to enjoy looking at

Tumblers

N. Dayton Bolster Co.,

36 MARKET SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

'Phone, 106-21.
4IIIII)

Λ

TRUST

PARIS

COMPANY.

•ΙΙΙ·ΙΗΙΙΙΙ···ΙΙΙΙ·ΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΜΙΙ·ΙΙΙ·|Ι||||||||||·ΙΗΙΙΙΙΙΙΙ··ΙΙΙΙΙΙ·Ι·Ι·ΙΙ·ΙΙΙΙΙΙΙ·ΙΙΙΙΙΙΗΙΙΙ·Ι·Ι·Ι""1""

1912 Chalmers "30
FTTLLY EQUIPPED $1500.

PARIS TRUST COMPANY was organized because there was a demand for
It has grown to its
a bank in this place.
present size because the people in this vicinity
appreciate the need of the bank, and the value
that the bank is to them.

THE

handling

small
even
it a
find
will
not
that
money,
great convenience to have a check account of
their own. It costs nothing to try it and you
can stop if you do not like it ; it is all in your

THERE
amounts of
is

no

one,

favor.

Tour

Can You Learn Thla?

1 times 9 plus 2 equals 11.
12 times 9 plus 8 equals 111.
123 times 9 plus 4 equals 1111.
1234 times 9 plus 6 equals 11,111.
12345 times 9 plus β equals 111,111.
123456 times 9 plus 7 equals 1,111,111.
1234567 times 9 plus 8 equals 11,111,111.
12845678 times 9 plus 9 equals 111,111,·
111.
123456789 times 9 plus 10 equals 1,111,-

nifty

Big range of Blue Serges ar.i
Worsteds with the newest elite>

at Mra.

land.
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Bubier, Mr. and nesday.
A number of people from here attendMrs. Ε. E. Field and family, Mr. A. D.
concert at the M. E. church,
Abbott aud Mrs. James Ripley attended ed the
Pomona Orange field day at the fair Welcbville, Wednesday evening.
John Robinson bas
grounds, South Paris, Aug. 22, and re- a saddle horse for his recently purchased
daughter, Leotiue.
port a fine time.
The boys at Camp Oxford returned to
Mrs. C. E. Peterson of Addison, fortheir homes this week.
merly of this place, was thrown from »
Nearly all the guests have left the Oxcarriage and her luff was broken recent· ford
Spring House.
ly, caused by the horse getting frightened at an auto. At last reports she was
About the State.
doiog an well as could be expected.
Mrs. Frank Harriman went to the
Central Maine General Hospital for an
The body of a man found frightfully
operation Aug. 27. She is doing well.
on the Boston and Maine track
Ε. E. Field is at work for A. D. Hazel- mangled
near Portland was Identified as that of
ton.
Wilson Drew, a veteran in the
Mrs. James Ripley went to Lewlston James
soldiers' home at Togus.
Aug. 20 to see her sister who is In the
Mrs. Margaret Cook of Sontb Porthospital there.
land, over 00 years of age, died Wednesresult of a fall
John How· has bought H. W. Dan- day afternoon as the
which broke her
ham's blacksmith shop, and is now down the cellar stairs,
arm and fractured her skull.
doing horse shoeing and job work.
L. J. Trask went to Bethel with a
George Fowler, who lived with his
very Dice lot of pears last week. So far son, Lyman Fowler, at Hampden Corhas picked about 14 barrels.
ner, committed suicide by shooting himMrs. Harriman went to the hospital at self. Ill health Is believed to be the
\
Lewiston the 27th for treatment.
He was a well known farmer.
cause.
Cranberry vines are bearing very fall
of a man found In the PenobThe
body
about here this year.
scot river at Bangor has been identified
West Sumner.
by relatives as that of Fred M. Haskell
a laborer, 63 years of age.
niram Pulslfer of South Paris and of that oity,
is supposed to have been
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Cotton and twin The death
daughters, Dorothy and May, of Boston, aooidental.
and Mrs. A. D. Cotton of Windsor, VerCarried beyond his station by ao exmont, spent the day with Mr. and Mrs. cursion train, Alvah T. Robinson of
I. O. Swift last wuck.
Dover, a retired farmer, set out to walk
Miss Bernice Barrett of Lyon, Msss., baok Thursday, but was killed by a
is the guest of bet cousin, Miss Mona Bar- Bangor & Aroostook train. Mr. Robinrett.
son was 78 years of age.
Mrs. Freeda Hopkins of Maiden, Mass..
Exhausted by the care of ber husband
is with her brother and his wife, Mr. and
who was ill, Mrs. Mary A. Arnold, wife
Mrs. Hsrry Jacobs.
of Portland, went
Prof. Irving Home, wife, and two sons, of George W. Arnold
a breath of air, and
of Lynn, Mass., are vlaiting Mr. and Mrs. oat in the night for
off
a float in Fore
walked
accidentally
I. O. Swift.
was drowned.
She was δΐ
Nabum Morrill moved his family to River and
Auburn last week. His house is closed years of age and leaves a husband and

Mills, who has been with her daughter,
Mrs. Fannie Tyler, this summer, has re·
turned home.
Frank Foster of Albany Is building an
addition on Jo D. W. Coining's barn.
Mrs. Cbas. Roes of Norway la visiting
here.
Mra. Arno Austin and ohildren of Dix- her aunt, Mrs. Ε. H. Morrill, and grandfield visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. father, H. G. Mason.
«Mr. Sumner Skllllngs of Otlsfleld was
0. L. Newell, last week.
Myrtle and Laura Bowker reoently at bis sister's, Mrs. A. B. Tyler's, Monday and Tuesday.
visited their aunt, Mrs. B. S. Roberta.
W. J. Wheeler of Sonth Paris waa In
C. F. Silver of Lewlaton and Mrs.
town thla week.
W.
E.
Maggie Dyer of Anbnrn and Mrs.
Bowker and daughter Bertha recently
Myron Morrill went to Brrol, Ν. H.,
the first of the weak.
visited at H. ▲. Sturtevant'sv/

^

appearance

Mrs. Jennie Heald and Franklin bave
viaiting at Wm. Heald's in Searsport.

Cressey

most

are

ly this fall, every model tendit./
to give you as bright and snap; y

been

Mrs. A. W. Spaulding ia more comfortable at thia writing.
The raina bave raised the river so
man.
Charles G. Hill, who has rented his Heald Broa. are again at work in the
use
here, will leave next week for mill.
Captain Emery is making repairs on
Canada, where be and Mrs. Hill will rehia buildlnga.
main for a while.

North Parle.
A number of the neighbors gave Mr.
and Mrs. D. B. Gravée a surprise party
Wednesday evening, Aug. SO. There
were present from out of town Mr. and
Mrs. Alvah Andrew* of Sonth Woodstock, Mrs. Emma Barrett of Sumner
Hill and Mr. and Mrs. Sborey of Port-

STORE

Men's Fall Suits

Wm. A. Ciapp and Wm. C. Clapp of
Montreal Friday and will take a steamer
from there for Bordeaux. Mr. England Salem, Mass., have been spending a week
been
haa
here. Roger Clapp, who
will remain in France six months.
The corn shop will stsrt up Sept. 6. apending the summer here, returned
The acreage amounts to one hundred home with tbem.
School commenced August 28.
ΜΓβ" ftDd th® °Γ0Ρ '* reP°rted

Mrs. M. S.

Gray.

NORWAY, -&JLALIOVE

complete

«<£!*·

number of the summer guests
A
will leave for their homes this week
The members of Franklin Grange
turned out in large numbers for their
annual field day picnic, which was held
this year on the grounds of Ε. B. Free-

comfortable than the

or

Main Street,

Benfon*8t

gond8IXty
large

useful

PRICE CASH

ONE

styles.

Ghas. H. Howard Co.,

I

to

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.

your inspection.

\

occasions.

Green and
wool sweaters. Colore White, Garnet,
each.
Priced at $1.50 to $6.00

to which we invite

;

for all

There

ways be the best.

Who Wants Lustrous Hair
Full of Life and Beauty Ρ
Start now madam, September la just
the mouth to begin to acquire a glorious
bead of bair of which you will be juatiy
proud during the aocial evente of winter-

models

NEW SWEATERS.
Just in,

treasured missives.

new

silk.

previously shown.
Priced at $6.00

always

are

of

DRESSES.

Dresses of cloth
than any
One piece effects of entirely different designs
or

to those abont to start on

and two at most are sufficient. I aend
them by mail, If dealred. Price 60c.
Chaa. H. Howard Co.

proper nouriabment by ravenoualy devouring the same nourishment. Use
PARISIAN SAOE for one week and note
the wonderful Improvement. Chas. H.
Howard Co. guarantees it, 50 cents a
bottle.
36-8

distance,

a

«re

splendid variety

Δ

Moderate

$10.00 to $25.00.
at $10.00 to $20.00.
NEW

Freckled Qlrla.
I bave juat reoeived a atock of Wilιοη'β Freckle Cream made by Wilson
Freckle Cream Co, Charleston, South
Carolina. It la Fine, la fragrant and
harmless, and positively removes frecklea, tan, and brown motb, bleachea
dark facee light, and will not make hair
jrow. You have my guarantee that it
will take off your freckles and tan or I
will give you back your money. Come
in, see and try It. The Jars Are Large

at very

at

In the tub of water.

Dandruff germa are obatructioniata;
the hair from receiving ita

S. B. & Z. S. Prince.

New Fall Garments

Mlu Helen Williama, aged SO, waa
found dead by her brother at Blohmond
Wednesday, death undoubtedly being
Joe to an accident. Harry Williama reburned from work at the naaal time that
evening and on going to the back piazza
found the dead body of bia aiater with
!he head In a tub of water. Miaa Williama bad for aome time paat been sub|eot to fits and it ia thought that ahe
an attack on the
m net have Buffered
back piazza end In falling wae drowned

tbey prevent

to

setf

c.°°î.ï°i°°°*0'Gre,,0,0<,d

Woman's Christian Temperance Union,
and other reform organizations, within
and without the state, have done valiant
eervice in opposition to repeal.
The result of this vote can not but be
of great importance, particularly to the
people of Maine, but elsewhere as well.
This paper has never believed In the
West Bethel.
repeal of the prohibitory amendment,
"Mellow liée the surshlne on the orchard slopes
matter
the
of
and the discussion
and meadows.
Advertised letters in Paris post office
throughout the campaign, with all the
On nooks of nu p|e asters and the tints of
leafy hlUs;
light that could be brought to bear on it Sept. 1st:
The soft warm haze is tender with a palpitating
from all sides, has but served to make
Mrs <'allele Cu'tright
splendor,
Mrs. John A. Davis.
stronger the conviction that the best
And a freen, delicious odor all the dozing valinterests of the s'ate call upon us to
ley fllle.
Oreenwood.
vote No on this important question.
Colore like a prairie In the glory of Its blossoms
Arooslike
the
The
will
war,
there
bug
potato
Let the voters get out, and
Uleain amid the grasses where the luscious
took war, was finally ended without the
fruitage lies.
be no trouble about the result.
shedding of blood, although for more And In their cosj· places on the bouirhs, with
faces,
tempting
-oui uu mm
man a montn 11 was mugui
ιιβ«β.
nere «nu
leepand^estje my riad apples, like birds of
line" as never before. The poisoned
asbes would kill the present crop, bat
Summer is growing old.
A lady tourist in Portland tbe other another crop would soon
batch out
Labor Day and state fair come this
day lost her pocketbook containing quite which required the same work to be week.
a lot of valuables, through a hole in her done over
its
After
barring
all,
again.
Addison S. Bean is again confined to
pocket, and later recovered it. It is not depredations, the potato bug io its bis home by illness.
explained how she happened to have a beetle state, especially when seen
Henry O. Rolfe of East Waterford was
pocket.
through a microscope, is ratber an inter- in town last week.
esting specimen of entomology. Unlike
Mrs. Noah Palmer of Lovetl is visiting
Admiral Count Togo has left on bis the little striped squash bug it never her sister, Mrs. Vienna Holt.
inan
of
on
tbe
(lies
this
enemy,
in
tour
approach
his
Alden F. Mason bas recently made
return to Japan, after
deed we have seen but one on the wing some changes and
repairs oil bis bouse.
country. However much of it he may
and not tnore
John B. Murphy was visited last week
bave had before, he certainty absorbed during the past season,
He than half a dozen in the thirty odd years by bio sister, Mrs. Mary Ellen Tyler, of
some Americaniem during bis visit.
them. So much in
had an attack of real United States in- of our busineiis with
Dixâeld.
brief for the potato bug or beetle, while \ Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Swctt and children
digestion.
is
destined
the
potato crop
report says
are visiting relatives in Farmington and
to be light about here at least, and the Weld.
The president of a recent rubber ex- rust has already appeared in places.
The members of Pleasant Valley
hibition prophesies that the time will
Sweet corn on some land is ready to
Grange have laid the foundation for an
will
will
soon come when the price of rubber
and
the
probafactory
cut,
cannibg
addition to their ball.
be so low that it will be uaed for paving bly begin to hum by the first of the
Elbert R. Briggs, when on his way
in the London streets. As it looks now, week. Yellow corn is so far matured as home from
Portland, visited bis sisters
that
reach
to
be
rubber may
expected
to be harvested for pig food.
and brother in South Paris, being away
ten thousand years.
in
about
is
It is reported that Sylvester Cole
point
from West Bethel two weeks.
about selliug bis place, that bis son
Miss Mildred Eaton has left the emto
about
Portland,
is
Stillman
moving
The New York World discourses of
ploy of H. P. Denoisoo and gone to PortFrauk
that
his
and
Maxfield,
soa-in-law,
land to work, and Miss Stella Allen of
fox farming as a provable and growing
thinks strongly of making a new home Cumberland has taken her
plaoe in the
enterprise, and says that "many an old in
father.
with
his
Colorado
New
Hampcard business.
abandoned farm in Maine,
post
Simeon Farr, who recently lost his
Thaddeus Luxton and family bave
shire, and tbe other state* of the northwife, is about to leave us and bis goods moved from Northwest Bethel to the
ern line has suddenly been reclaimed
are billed to be sold at auction Monday,
Bean farmhouse on Plat Street, and Mr.
for fox farming." Which is somehow a
all very much reLuxton will work for Horatio N. Upton
reminder of tbe remark made by a pro- Sept. 4th, wbicb we
who owns the farm.
hibition speaker the other night, that gret.
Some baying to be done yet when the
"Maine has been lied about more tban
be
will
and
that
sun
North Stoneham.
probably
shin··,
any other state in the Union."
about the time it clears off.
t
Mrs. Lucy Allen of North Waterford
D«>g days continue nearly a week in and Ernest Allen and wife from Eeene,
A new wrinkle in the manufacture of September, but does that have anything
Ν. H., have bean visiting at Mell Allen's.
handthe
to do with the weather?
typewriters is to reproduce
Gertrude Cobb and Howard Andrews
writing of the owner, in type specially
Rev. Seth Benson of West Pari· cele- went across the mouutain
Monday to
And
furnished.
made from a sample
brated last Monday, tbe 28tb, having visit relative· in Stow.
the
all
Thus
this!
to
it
come
may
has
reached bis 75th milestone of life, and
Arthur Stone has a crew of men workgood work for which the typewriter is (be festival was well adapted to the oc- ing on bis road that leads to Rattlesnake
readin
manuscript
anfrom
making
casion. Detail· will be given
responsible,
Island.
able, be undone.
other source.
Jack Gammon of Rumford was in this
Tbe writer was 81 two days previous,
p'ace looking fora pair of steers to buy.
who
friends
the
several
thank
would
and
has
A new form of the speed mania
Beryl McKeen bas finished work for
remembered him by sending memorial M is. I. A. Andrews.
developed at one of tbe summer resorts, cards.
Tbe
in
dancing.
in "speed contests"
Myrtie Adams has been at work at
Pine Cone Cottage for Mrs. Wood.
couple who can make tbe most rounds
Hebron.
of tbe hall in ten minutes of a two-step
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stearns and Austin
win the prixe. Prom the esthetic standLocke's Mills.
point, this completes the degradation of Stearns of South Paris and Mi·· Nancy
Miss Josephine Davis of Portland
K.
a once graoeful art, converting it into an Stearns of Boston were gue«ta of H.
spent last week at Dudley Cottage.
Already tbe square Stearns Friday.
ungraceful race.
Mr. Hannibal Houghton of Auburn
Mrs. J. C. Donham and Mi·· Hazel
dance has degenerated into a romp, with
called on old friends in town Sunday.
little attention to correctness of tlgnre or Donham spent Sanday in Auburn with
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Littlefield returned
form, and almost no regard for time. relatives. Miss Donham left Monday from their vacation Tuesday.
Tbe rouud dance is worth saving from a morning to join a friend in Sherbrooke,
Mr. Ed Rowe and family and G. L.
and after a few day· in Montreal and
similar fate.
family returned from the
Quebec, will return to her teaching in Cuahman's
White Mountains Wednesday.
School.
High
Mass.,
Springfield,
Mr. D. A. Tbnrston, wife and children,
There is widespread rioting in France
Mrs. Florence Dunham Pinkbam and
on account of the high cost of living. little sod of
Sun- of Rumford Corner, were at Azel BryMaae.,
Newton,
spent
ant's Sunday.
Let'· see. Weren't we assured about a
day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ε S.
a
Mr. Othniel Bryant of Portland was in
year ago, by no less distinguished
Donham.
He came in bis autospeaker than our present representative
Louise Pinkbam baa returned to her town last week.
mobile.
in congress, Hon. Daniel J. McGillicuddy, home in Newton, Mass.
was
bili
tariff
Miss Olive Swett of South Paris was
that the Payne-Aidrich
Harold Phillips and Norman Richardthe guest of Mrs. John Marshall at
the sole came of the high cost of living? son
spent a few daya in Boston recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Cbase are in Camp Echo last week.
Margaret and Blanche Herrick of
Baring for a short time.
Vote No.
here last WedHerbert Bowman is doing considerable Bethel \isited relatives
work blasting and clearing np a piece of nesday and Thursday. Margaret plays
Maine New· Note*.
the violin and Blanche the piano, and
land.
was
enjoyed by all who
Tbe remains of Mrs. Sarah Cheeley of their music
heard it.
Tbe Bath Irôn Works geta tbe contract Oxford were brought here for interment
are
men
A crew of
working on the
for two of the eight torpedo boat de- Wednesday.
road near "Johnny's Bridge." Harry
th«
awarded
were
which
by
stroyers
Swift has charge of the job.
Norway Lake.
navy department last week.
Mias Sarah P. Newhall has been quite
Dazed by the brilliant headlight, Mrs.
Denmark.
for a week or more.
Margaret Jack, aged 71, was struck by a sick
Dr. N. P. Butler of Washington, D.
Mrs Geo. E. Horr haa been sick for
train and killed at Ricbmood Tuesday.
vaoktion here
several days at Dr. C. A. Stephen·', C., ia spending a short
She is survived by four children.
The corn canning season has begun at
where "he ha* been for a time.
Governor Plaisted will leave Augusta
Marion Hobba, who baa been helping the corn shop.
The campa of Mr. C. E. Cobb have
on Sept. 11 for Spring Lake, N. J., to at- at C. A. Flint'· for a few
week·, has
Governors
tbe
of
State
but there are
tend tbe meeting
been at borne and Mi·· Ada Frost is dosed for the season,
ia
underIt
tbe
from all over
country.
quite a number of boarders at the Inn.
for a few days.
helping
The much needed rain has fallen in
stood that all tbe New Kugland Govern
Misa H»ael Bicknell of Norway visited
The meeting* will
two or three days, and a little
ors wiil be present.
at P. E. Pottle's for a few day· recently. the past
more would be very acceptable, aa the
last dve day·, Sept. 12 to 16, and will
take up the general subject of uniform
apriogs are very dry.
North Waterford.
state law·.
for
two
down
mill
shot
The spool
Sumner.
Chester Child· of Leeds Center died in week·.
W. E. Bowker ia working for Ε. E.
a Lewieton hospital on Sunday, Aug. 27.
been
have
and
Brown
family
Harry
He waa struck on the head by a pitched
•pending the paat week at an Island. Roberta.
Mra. G. F. Dyer ia on the alck Hat.
ball in a baseball game, was given his
them.
with
went
Dreaeer
Mary
Charlie Varney and wife uf Turner rebase and scored. After playing another
Mrs. Nellie Yigoe and children of
inning be fainted. Qe did not recover Norway visited Mr·. Sarah York a few cently visited bia parent·, Mr. and Mrs.
Ν. M. Varney.
consciousness and died shortly after
day·.
Mrs. Anna Glover and aon Tberon of
reaching the hospital. He waa 25 year·
Charles Brown baa purchased an auto.
of age and married.
bia daugh- Abington, Mass., are visiting relatives
Daniel Lebroke is

visiting

5!°7ηΗα<Ϊβοη
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bat]

ι
naiintli
Wft Paru.
Mr·. Laura Fessenden of Fort Fairοί Oallford and
ο' Ramford Palls spoke to » I field bM been the gaeit of her ilater,
U θηω*β Hall Toeaday I lira. Carrie Spaulding, for a week.

neighbor already has
account with

an

us.

We would like to begin to do
business with you.

PARIS

TRUST

80UTH

PARIS.

COMPANY.
MAINE.

iS>—

Is Your Horse Afraid of Autos?
If he is you surely need a new harness, and the
place to buy the best harness for the least monev is
at the Tucker Harness Store. I have a large line 5
sale harness from $10 to $20, and we build a irood
single-strap harness, hand-stitched throughout
FOR SQLOO

James N. Favor, "^..°:.TTMov.U0""
•1 Μαία «t.,

Norway, Main·.

Chaîner· "30," S1500. Including magneto, Pre»t-0-Llt·
lamp·, top, windshield, ventilated (ore-doors, horn and tools.

»fl
tank, (■> lamp·.

Last year this car sold for $1750, equipped with magneto, gas lamps, top and
windshield.
Think of it this

year—refined

and

improved

in

every possible way, with thoroughly ventilated
fore-door bodies, inside control, magneto, gas
lamps, Frest-O-Lite tank, and including also
Chalmers mohair top and automatic windshield

—for

$16001

We think you will agree that "claim*"
of such value at such a price. The facts

are

unnecessary in view

are

con-

eloquent anil

vincing. You have your choice of two, four or five-passenger
bodies, and four color schemes. We ask you to see these cars at
our ehow rooms.
Deliveries to customers begin at once.

Perley F. Ripley, Agent,
TELEPHONE 17-4.

MAINE-

PARIS,
• •••IIIIIIIIIMMfMIMMIIMIIIUIIIIHII

CA8TORIA NrlifMftsaiGkMm.

| n> KM YmIU?· Ahrmlwa^t

Bear· the

Signature
Of

'
The Oxford Democrat wîiSSîr'*
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SOUTH PARIS.

I

Good
I noon

aocth riui post omc*.
Hour· : 7 :*> A. H. to 7 Λ) Ψ.Λ.

0«ce

st

:

'tally; S 35 F.M.
west)—10:1S A.
Dt Sunday; 7:M P. M., dally; 10Λ1
Sunday excursion train*. 10 m
»

„

Ι-.—·-·

11 45 A.*.; Y P. S. C. Ε. 6M
Church
hvculog service 7:00 p.
30 p. κ.
itDK Wednesday evening at 7
lerw'.ms connected, are cordially In·

\

(

'"iTfi;
?.

<t

meàl:·
|Vj

>

u.
-j,

*

(

;

:■

lonth.

-Moun· fleisan Rcbekah Lodge, So.
ccond and fourth t rldaye or each

ρ

!

t
nw.
w
£ π-.·?'

».

Fellows' Ball.

-\V. K. Kimball Poet, No. 148, meets
of each
'bird Saturday evening,
A. R. Hall
■
^ in ball Circle, Ladles of the (J. A
r»t and third Saturday evenings of
In lirand Aruii Hall.
Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp meets
night after the full of the

V
ν

a

,'v

■OCQ
!>
j,etl

Beasie L. Cole went to Wood
y

to

ber

achoo)

Mies Jessie C. Toimsn has returned
from a visit of several weeks in Maaaa-

ohusetts.

Miss Lena Hicka of Beverly, Mass.,
the guest of her father, B. F. Hioks,
few daya last week.

Parte Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
and third Saturday, during the
'( the year, meets every Saturday, In

11

to move into their new house on lower
Main Street tbia week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Jewett of Denmark
were the guests of their daughter, Mrs.
E.
HaNkell, a few days last week.

Miss Florence M. Richardson is spending s two weeks' vacation with relatives
and friends io fixeter, Ν. H., snd Medway, Mass.
There will be a meeting of the WestMaine Poultry Association st the

ern

Oxford Co. creamery Tuesday evening,
Sept. 5th, at 7:30 o'clock.

There will be a special meeting of the
Seneca Club this Monday evening with
the president, Mrs. Stewart, at her home
on Pleasant Street, at the usual hour.

··

■

liy Kdwtn L. Sablo.

when you »ay to

I»t !t
-W:.

why,
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CONSKCaATXD·

The past week WM » b'ppyo" ίο
the Method».» Eplwopel chorch ο
Sooth Pari·, and all interested in
Their new church
welfare.
DeerioK Memorial Church, *u dedicat

warding

addrnsaed by Professor J. A. Nloholla of
Boatoo, gut a treat muoh beyond their
to
expectations. His hearers almost unanimously declare that it was about the
best of anything they ever heard in that
In J®11
line. Professor Nioholls talked with fire
His Brother, Movnette, I»
and rapidity for about an hour. In the
Awaiting the October Court.
early part of hid address some half dozen
men, who were evidently not in symIn
»
camp pathy with his views, got up and went
At the outcome of »n affray
Parle
•boat three miles from South
out, but the reat of the audience hardly
moved, except for a number of sponThurAlay night, William C.at Camming·
Lewleton
taneous bursts of applause, while he
ia now In the hoepital
hie
and
brother,
was speaking.
seriously wounded,
In
Is
awaiting
jail
For half an hour preceding the openMovnetle Cumminge,

«"fhdi0,*™ï,

afternoon at 2:30 the dedi
^Wednesday
when the audl·
service

catory

was

held,

torium of the church wa.

flUed-

The

the result.

a

The Baptist Ladies'Aid will have a
business meeting next Wednesday afternoon at three o'clock in their vestry.
All the ladies of the society are earnest·
ly requested to be present.

toe

straightway tt wiggles, you

wt»h%

your feet
when you
street?
irry you right down the
vrhen you'd open your hand,
understand?
Can your palm

ing of the meeting the Lumley Caatle
Band played In the ball, and more than
maintained the reputation which it haa
acquired under the leadership of F. P.
Knapp.
At 8 o'clock the meeting was called to
order by Hon. James S. Wright. A
number of cltjMns
occupied seata on the
™

..

L..Ur

evening

stage, and th
the hall.

mistaken.
William C. Cumminge came to South
W ood lord· «...
Paris some time in 1910, 3nd went to
work for W. B. Russell, who was cutting
lumber on the S. M. King farm, which
Mr. Ruswell bad bought and on which
lowing that the c-ineciousness of a di- bis
Mr.
son, Β. Y. Russell, now lives.
a characteristic of every tribe of
vinity
Cumminge drove team during the sledmen, and that this is the salvation of the
ding season, and through the summer
in
has been cutting lumber, living
τ ν. Kewley, pastor of the
His son,
a little oamp in the woods.
church, was in charge of the services,
the
on
lives
who
and the regular ritual service of the Henry Cummings,
has been working wltn
church was used in the ceremony of Partridge place,
him much of the time, but baa gone
home at night.
Pottle of Romford took
Thursday afternoon Movnette Cumand
charge of the offering of the
came to South Paris on the 3:35
secured between «300 and $400 in mings
train, bavins come that day from Katabplot!gee to apply on the small deb r
din Iron Works. Here be made inraaining on the bnild ng.
about his brother, whom he said
quiries
service
Others who assisted in the service
He
he had not seen for twenty years.
was at that time sufficiently under the
influence of liquor so that it was noticed
by those with whom be talked.
At a quarter before 2 o'clock Friday

BR°,h7 JifiS? ol*

<*irr tSS.. TioroloboGod"
3f'l?LîΛΛίΛ.βχ

|WrÎÎ'

ajone

^

interesting address by Rev.
F A Leitch of Auburn, on
and Mission of Methodism." The blowing out of a fuse In the lighting system
of the church, cutting the lights ell out,
caused some trouble, but
came before the opening of the
and the program went on after a delay
of three quarters of an hour.
Thursday afternoon there waeι a
preaching service, with sermon by
O D Holmes of Lewiston, from the
_M

aD

fortuDa^^ ^
«>yice

R*£

?'tD;.Corunto me,andallI yewillthat labor
heavy laden,
Take my yoke

and are
rot

hîart·
«a

fair audience in

election in Maine on the 11th of September. Important not only to Maine, but
also important in Ita influence in other
states and other countries, and to the
world at large. If Maine takes a backward step in this election, It will not
prevent, but it may delay the ultimate
triumph of the temperance movement.
Nobody says now that the liquor traffic
is a good thing. It is an evil. The
question is as to the best way to deal
with it. The drink traffic fosters the
drink habit. The traffic should be under
the ban of the law.
The history of prohibition in Maine
morning William C. Cumminge appeared
at Mr. Russell's bouse and aroused the was given, with a readiness showing enfamily, aeking that a doctor and a tire familiarity with the subject, up to
sheriff should be called. He said that the adoption of the prohibitory amendhis brother had been fighting him for ment in 1884, by a majority of 47,000.
two hours, but that he finally succeeded Reasons advanced for the repeal were
in tuckering him out and getting away. briefly considered: First, that having a
From the condition in wbioh the man prohibitory provision in the constitution
afterwards proved to be, it is remarkable "enslaves" the voters. Inetead of that,
that he wae able to make hie way in the said Professor Nicholls, it is the way the
dark to Mr. Russell's house.
voters keep the matter in their own
Dr. Merrill was eummoned by tele- hands, and out of the reaoh of legislaphone, and at once came by automobile. tures and politicians. Second, the proLater Dr. Stewart also was called, and it hibitory law has J>een violated. So it
was decided to take Cummings to the
has, flagrantly, no doubt. So has every
hospital. Accordingly Dr. Merrill ac- law the Almighty has made.
Then he took up the matter of "regucompanied him on the early train to the
Central Maine General Hospital atLew- lation" of the liquor traffic under the
ieton.
local option law of Massachusetts, which
At the hospital it was found that the is claimed by license advocates as the
back
of
skull was fractured above and
best license law ever enacted, and his dethe right eye, and a piece of a broken scription of this "regulation" was not
The
wound.
in
tbe
was
imbedded
jug
only illuminating but amuaing.
right eye was torn out and split, the
First, the law requires that every man
nose was eplit below the bridge, and the who has a license must be of good moral
right ehoulder was dislocated.
character, so every saloon keeper in
Meanwhile Deputy Sheriff Cole h»d Massachusetts is necessarily a good man.
been summoned, and arrested Movnette
After a while they discovered that
Cummings, who was found asleep in the drunkenness was increasing, and they
camp. He bad no injuries, and bore no decided that it was because men stood
signs of the affray, except that the cloth- up to the bar socially, and drank too
ing over onn knee was saturated with mnoh. So the bars were abolished by
blood. The floor of tbe camp presented law, and customers had to be served at
a bloody scene, but there were few signs tables.
Drunkennees still increased, and
of a struggle. The table with dlebee on they decided that men drank too much
wall
the
it, and articlee standing against
because they sat down. So they abolishof the camp, were in their normal posi- ed the tables, and now ealoon patrons
been
overturned.
and
had
tion,
must stand up.
nothing
After daylight Sheriff Cole took MerDrunkennees still increased, so they
to
to
the
the
camp
rill,
photographer,
by law that screens must be
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Box of MI-O-NA in
Tour House and You'll
Always Have One.

Keep

a

Some people eat too muoh, some drink
too much, end bnodred· of thousands of
men smoke too muoh—especially in the

Use discretion if jon ran, bnt if 70η
can't, nie wisdom. Take two MI-O-NA
stomach tablets before you go to bed
awake minus a headache In
and

you'll
the morning.

MI-O-NA stomach tablets are guaranteed to end indigestion acute or chronic;
to promptly banish gas, heartburn, sour
etc. They are the best remedy
rising,
for dizziness, biliousness, nervousness,
headache, constipation, vomitiog of
Mrs. W. L. Merrill, who was takeu to pregnancy, car nr sea sickness, foul
the C. M. O. Hospital at Lewiston a few breath, nightsweats, bad dreams, coated
days ago for an operation for appen- tongne, languid feeling.
And a box only costs 50 cents at Cbas.
dicitis, is rapidly recovering from the
effects of the surgical operation.
Paris, and
H. Howard Co., South
anthe
36 8
Many of those who attended
druggists everywhere.
nual gathering at old No. δ school district, Norway Lake, express their great
for Catarrh.

Last season a subscription in the society
took the plaoe of the dinners and the
same course will be followed this year.
Walter J. Avery and crew are painting Abbott Block on Main Street. Mr.
Avery Is soon to close his painting business and resume his college studies.
Alton B. Whitehead of Norway High,
'11, will take a course at the state college at Orono. He will commence his
studies there this fall.
Special meeting of the W. C. T. U.
will be held with Mrs. C. N. Tubbs
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Business of importance.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard B. Young bave
moved into their new home on Marston
Street. They have one of the most at-

tractive homes in the village.
Robert N. Mlllett, wife and children,
have gone to Springfield, Vt. They
have passed the summer in Paris, Norway, Augusta, and other places.
Otto Schnuer, caretaker of the town

says Sunday was the first time in
sixteen years the clock has not struck
the hour. He soon found the trouble
and made repairs. It strikes all right
now and it is a strike that is a strike in
every way to all.

Remember the Blue Stores.

FALL STYLES
NOW READY !

evening.

Mr. Wright spent only a few minutes
Hyomei
briefly explaining the four questions on pleasure and appreciation in the prowhich the people will vote on the 11th gram of the day. While the attendance
of September, and then introduced Pro- was unusually large, the exercises were, World's Greatest Remedy Free From
if possible, an improvement over those
fessor Nlcbolls.
Cocaine, Opium and All Habit
No attempt will be made to give even of former years.
Forming Drugs.
The ladies of the Uoiversalist society
a summary of the address, but only a
Start right now, before the cold
will not give dinners at the fair grounds
few of the points can be mentioned.
This is a tremendously important during the approaching annnal fair. weather comes, to kill catarrh germs
the best

iî

dt?,tl0A'ff.

The H. F. Webb Co. ooro «hop con.
menced operations the first of the week.
Corn la in exoellent condition and the
firm look forward to an unuauaully
large season's work.
Mr. and Mra. William A. Bibber and
daughter Marlon, who baye been visiting
Mr. and Mr·. Eugene F. Smith for two
week·, retnrnod to their Richmond
home laat week.
Mrs. Cibber and Mrs.
Smith are aiatera.
Mr. Merobaat Is repairing and making
ready hie dreaamaking rooms, formerly
occupied by the Prince sister·, for the
fall opening. John Sampson la doing
the work.
Mell Sampson has his new boat house
and boat landing at the upper dam
nearly completed. It will be a great
improvement over the old city wharf.

William C. Cummings.

!

upon you, and
r»f me* for I
meek aod lowly of
and ye shall find rest onto your
hear*, aouj
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Rev Β C. Wentworth of Norway
r that you scarce have to think
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Wm. B. White of Bouton and Mrs. Laura
as a wink?
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obeying
you,
quick
In the service, and the singing
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Waterhouse of Mechanic Falls.
that by night as by dar
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v the juvenile choir, with a solo by
ia exon breathing," your heart Josephine Bate* of Ionia,
Mich.,
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"keeps
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I
Mrs Wilson. The Lord's Supper was
:«*tK way ?
pected there Monday evening.
observed at the close of the "?"'ce·
lii'tltfii-T?
Temperature waa pretty cloae to the
Thursday evening was Κ
read columns, I ween,
were
and "tireless" and "flying ma danger line Monday morning, aeveral org »n rebital, the artists In whcliwere,
Oo "»
thermometers showing a reading in the Mrs. Blanche Heimburghe Kilduff, soIsn't It true.
now.
onsl'ter,
»
Bu;
1
vicinity of 40. Probably a little touch prano; Miss Margret
ι*» marvel of marvels 1· you?
TU an
—at. Nicholas.
The
of frost will be reported in places.
Mr. Claude E. Saunier, organist. ~h
i

Quarrel Ends io Serions Injuries

to the arraDged program
.lib . «ri» o( »-Ί°β·
thr*e dan
A number of tne lormoi
paatore of the church and other vWtori
attend the severa
were present to

5. o3b,

Dr. and Mrs. J. G. Littlefield, Mies
Grace Thayer and Mile. Scalar started
irtz*?
-Second and fourth Mondays of Monday morning for an automobile trip
u
I',
of a day through the White Mountains.
Λ ffe^th.
P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
s
Κ
evenlnWednesday
l
fourth
an
Dance at Academy Hall, Paris Hill,
, t,
Ik.
Music by
8.
)! ν
tmllu Lodge. No, 31, meets every Friday evening, Sept.
Shaw's Orchestra. Ice cream served at
Din» at Pythian Hall.
tr a
Good
25 cents each.
intermission.
'he iireatest Invention.
door. All invited.
K

STBUCTUBÏ IB FOB*

Good Stomach Ρ

NORWAY.

Stirring Talk by Prof, ffkhol!·.
Particularly because they had not been
waned of w^afc wm In «tore for then»,
those who attended the
prohibition
meeting in New Bail Tneaday evening,

the late
singing for the servioes of
These brothers are sous of
made up ο
was by a double quartette,
lived
s
Joseph Cumminge, who formerly
Μη. Witaon and Miss
William C.
on a farm in Greenwood.
Mioses N'ettie Gotchell aod Catherine Mrs.
P.
Μ
Mri.
W.
end
Smiley
is 67 years of age, and MovGsrst of Washington, D. C., spent SunMr Seeaione and Hubert wiii Cummings
He gives his age as 67,
nette is older.
day in Gorhsm, Ν. H.
0,
now be
as his father if living would
but
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Shurtleil expect and Α. Ε Dean, basa. Mr. Harvey sang not
it is possible that he is
84,:
quite
Mrs.
service.
solo at the

Misa Maud Carter, Miss Nettie Getcbell and Miss Catherine Garst of Washington, D. C., went Thursday to New
Meadows Inn, returning the same day.

I'uesday

0, tn,

after

Miss Julia P. Morton left Monday
morning, after spending the vacation
here, to return to her teaching in AbingMiller, ton, Mass.

STATED HKKTlKUa.
Recula*
M —Part Lodge, No. 94.
»'lay « venlng on or before full moon.
Mount Mica ! odge, regular meetlav evenlu of each week.—Aurora
lirai and khlrd Monday evening»
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School

Church, Rev Chester Gore
i'reacblng service every Sunday at
i;
Sunday School at 12 *. Y. P. C. U.

.,·
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H7P. "
f

Church, Rev T. N. Kewley. Pastor

rnlng prayeraeetlng 10 DO A.
-ervtce 10:45 a. M. ; Sabbath
'vorth League Meeting 6 00 p. m.;
class
ting Wednesday evening 7:30;
-ι lav venlng 7
Pawtor.
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Kev.
nirch,
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6:15 P.
1.' * ; Y. P. S. C. K
..
Wednesday evening
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All are
Scat» free.
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this week.
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The Lu m ley Castle Band will fnrnist
the drat dsj of the county fair.

OVUkSD rttCMX RAILWAT.
Commencing Aug. 6, 1 *11,
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It'a
aod get rid of catarrh.
time.
Breathe HYOMEI (pronounce it Higho-me), Chaa. H. Howard Co., guarantees
it. It is made of Australian eucalyptus,
thymol and other antiseptics, and be-

STYLE POINTERS ON MEN'S SUITS.
COLORS—Browns lead,
are

good, Grays

WE CAN SELL MORE

OTISFIELD FARMS.

dock,

CLOTHES

Blues
out of

date.

OU'LL

FABRICS—Cassimeres are the

LIKE!

leading cloths, but worsteds
always good.

are

The three button,
STYLE
single breasted, medium
length sack is the univeisal
—

Trousers
garment.
full but not extreme.

are

cut

MAKERS—Kirschbaum &

Co.

"Guaranteed All Wool," and
Adler's "Collegian" are our leading makes.
makes in

cheaper

PRICES—Our

We have other

suits.

Suit range of prices is

$5

to

$22.

Many people to day like individuality in their drees.
Ί
/ Something different tban others. Perhaps you are bard
We have a large line of aamples to make tod a
/ to fit.
apec'a'eait in 10 days' "me· Hardly any extra charge

Qriar»ia1

sides destroying the germs it soothes ορσνΊαΐ
and heals the sore, raw membrane and ΟΓαθΓ
prevents mucus from forming in the air

passages.
Breathe it a few times a day. It's an
easy and pleasant treatment and results
are quick and certain.
HYOMEI is guaranteed for catarrh,
and catarrhal deafness, or
asthma
money back. A complete outfit, including hard rubber inhaler, costs $1.00.
Extra bottles if afterward needed cost
36 8
bnt 50 cent·.

never

Department )

Youths' and
can

Boys' Clothing.

be said of

Boys', only price

What is said of Men's Suits

range of Suits

are :

Youths' Long: Trousers Suits, $5 to $12.
Boys' Knickerbocker Suits, $3 up to $7.60.

Style Pointers.

Men's Hat

CALL AT ONCE.

DENNIS PIKE AGENCY.

9Ait

Superintendent of Schools Emit 0.

Blankets of

Herms was in town the first of the week.
Howard Drake, with H. J. Bangs, Is
enjoying bis vacation from the store.
Annie Hamlin, for a long time in
charge of the dressmaking room at
Smiley's, is enjoying her vacation with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Hamlin,

Quality.

at South Waterford.
John C. Twombly baa sold hie place
Danforth Street to Feroald J. Sawyer
of Otlsfield. Mr. and Mrs. Twombly
have lived in Portland for some time,
where Mr. Twombly has an excellent

on

will find in DERBYS,

you
AT Lamson & Hubbard
$3, Noyes' Special,
OUR

$2.25,

stores

Bedford $2.

OUR SOFT HATS include Stetson Hat,
$5. Other makes in regular felts and the new
rough felts in blacks and colors, $1, $1.50, $2.

The class of 1909 of Paris High School
position.
SonaU ln c MiDor Mβnαβ,ββoh,,
SEPTEMBER FIRST MARES
held a reunion at G. A. R. Hall Friday
The S. H. Hayden family, after several
(β) Grave
A week to the fair.
About 28 membera of the
months at their lake cottage, have reevening.
Mae^toeo Β Vlvacc
(c)
()
turned to their Haverhill, Mass., home.
!a M. Shurtleff visited in Port- class and invited guest* were present.
MMr. Saunier
Games were enjoyed and refreshments
Mrs. Rose L. Powers and daughter
laat! la.Ht week.
Violin
2
were
;ved.
Lillian are in Boston this week. Mrs.
Miss Wilson
the
« oek more to agitate
proHaydn
Ao
7
j With Verdure
Powers is purchasing her winter stock.
Order
Whites, Reds, also a
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Walton, Mr. and
Mrs. Kliuun
hibit: ·<: question.
John K. Chase has sold hie store on
cbaavet
Mrs. Harry M. Wheeler, and Miss Wal- t (a) Andantlno
to $2.00.
to $6.
in
home
his
PRICES—Men's,
MouDt
make
50c.
to
will
and
baa
Beal
Street
50c.
gyre
gone
Knr
rb) Intermezzo
Chapman
were in town
ton, of Waketield, Mass
(i η limant
Naw H&mnshire.
Mr. Chase has beSecond
Vlase., to atteod school.
H«m
provided
Sunday, while on a ahort automobile
On Coats, Overcoats,
windows. come nearly blind.
Rain Coats,
take aome photographe, and brought abolished from the saloon
v
imie Cobb of Poland is the trip from their home to Portland, Poland 5 MOllD
VIFreeland Howe and wife accomaway some tbingathat were found there, Then they abolished the back doors of
other noted resort,
Shirts, Underwear, Neckwear.
M
ist>ee Flora and Myra Richards. Spring, snd thac
nl
Bohm
and a the saloons. Then they increased the panied by Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Morrison,
guest
8
I including parte of a broken jug,
Kn iuff
Shagg Pond.
about two size of the license fee, until now it is enjoyed an aato trip to North Newry the
atiok
of
beech
round
wood,
1 Mrs. Ë. B. Clifford have re/
Mr
or
Paris
While in South
attending the Oxford
7 Marche Funebre et Chant
home in
Mrs. Lester A. West gave her Sundsy
inchee in diameter and atove length, all from a minimum of $1000 up to over first of the week.
cently dted at their former
our
assort·
show
will
and
we
at
our
stores
in
call
of
Portland
Mr. Saunier
you
gladly
School scholars of the primary class
William Stevens and wife
Fair,
of which were blood-etained.
$8000. Then as a further move they
Leed·».
ride and 8 Violin
On the table in the camp wae a full limited the number of saloons. With were the guests of Dr. and Mrs. Bial F.
or not.
ment whether you decide to
toi the Baptist school a hayrack
Mies Wllsen
Mr·
yreoe J. Bean went Thursday
lives
Saturweek.
she
where
of
the
farm
last
at
the
the
Qo lard quart bottle of liquor, and another quart all these and numerous other measures Bradbury
picnic
Và.t
Maes., to visit relatives and day afternoon. The affair also served as
Frank H. Beck went to Buxton for
bottle partly full.
of regulation, drunkenness kept on infriend».
a birthday party for Mrs. West's daughAccording to the etatemente made by creasing, until last year there were Rev. M. C. Ward and family the last of
A large audience beard the recital,
w-.-ΐηΛΓ...« th- ««at.nir William C. Cumminge, hie brother came 47,732 arrests for drunkenness in Boston tfhe week.
ter, Margaret, who was six yeare old on
They passed their vacation
and Sunday.
Later in alone, and over 05,000 in Massachusetts in Buxton.
of the auditorium. The tone to the camp about eupper time.
capacity
Edith May Rideout, Ella Gertrude
the evening they got into a qnarrel over —both the largest figures ever recorded.
here last week.
Iriec
L. A. Brooks, superintendent of the of tbe new organ is very pleasing, and
and Ruth
selections were well suit- the settlement of a email amount of
High license regulation ia a humbug, Clark, Francis E. Bartlett
Mr- L. K. Sera ton of Port.mouthN. hall at the fair grounds, makes special Mr. Saunier'e
Nettie Bean have entered Bates College.
work or ed to show its varied possibilities. Mrs. family property. William C. Cumminge a fraud, a delusion and a snare.
H La.·» been with Mr. Scruton at Hotel request that all who have fancy
that hie brother etruck him over
Dr. W. B. Gunnison and wife of
The speaker then turned his attention
other articles to exhibit in the ball at Kilduff's singing gave great pleasure, saya
Andrew* for the pa»t week.
Our stores open first two evenings of the fair.
of to the
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69c pr.
stripe
Prof. R. E. Clement and family returnto ''·"«>· ',n"ly in the Universalise church, conducted by
Nor do the licensed dealers aid as
1», ....k to
for a reception to former and waived examination, and was bound
program
their
of her brother, George A. Wileoe.
prosecuting the illegal ed from a six weeks' vacation at home
the pastors of the four village churches pastors. As snch it was something like over to await the action of the grand claimed in
no dealers.
In the first place they don't lake cottage to their New Jersey
and they will be assisted by other Hamlet with Hamlet left ont, as all the jury in the sum of $1000. He made
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observed throughout the country, and sions, bad gone home. Still the recep- been living at Brownville.
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on the eve of the day when the present tion was a pleasant social affair.
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shoe, and other
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BLUEFIELD, a good blanket in grey
The workings of local option were of their terror," ho says, "as a healing
I have a large line of the celebrated T. D. Barry and
the guest of her sister, Mrs. and surveys are now going on which and enjoyable meetings we have ever
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W. 0. FROTHINGHAM,
SOUTH PAEIS, MAINE.
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ASKING

Apply

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

House Block,
Oxford County Farm Opera

!

Norway, Maine.

Telephone 38-3.

CASTOR IA

;

Ί

.■

Th milium Atom tadt

xaOŒ·"

THE LAND OF
POZZLEDOM.

CALL AT MY

GREENHOUSE

On Porter Street, South Paris,
and see the

They

are

E. P.

tight

CROCKETT,

FLORIST.

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Edgings,

A. W. WALKER & SON,
South Paris, Maine.
REAL

He wfll

lay you have a

good dinner if you serve
a piece of flaky-crusted pie
for dessert.

Stove Wood and
Coal.

ESTATE

FOR SALE
No. 183. W> are now offering a nice smooth
upland farm of 200 acre». In goo· I nearby locality'2
an I within two miles of railway ami mills; 1
mile to school, 45 minute* drive to South Parle.
40 acre* smooth clean fields In Ullage; 4" acre·
wo<mI lut. balance pasture anil woo<t. Will cut
70 tons hay. I.arge maple orchard with nap
house, new evaporator, buckets, all complete
Average vieil 175 gallons maple syruo.
900 cords palp .intl hard wood. Barn 3Sxti0,
llnter for du bead; silo;
sp it stone cellar; 12 foot
hay fork. House 1 1-2 stories, s rooms; carriage
with barn. No better
connecte·!
all
house, she·!·,
to secure a ilr»tclass farm. $3,100.00.
Easy terms.

With William Tell Flonr yoar
will be a marvel of delibread
cacy—your muffins, rolls and

pastry
light,

The Dennis Pike Real Estate
NORWAY. MAINE.

35tf

Agency,

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix with the
will annexe·! of the estate of
LIZZIE E. STEARNS, late of Ventura. Calif.,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demande against the estate
of said decr-ised are desire·! to present the same
for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
ALICE M. URAH.VM.
MARY M. EAMES,
Aug. 15th, mi.
Agent.
34-0

tender and wholesome.

It is also an economy—William
Tell Flour goes farthest.

William
Tell Flour

Desirable Stand For Sale in
South Paris.

AND A HALF STORY HOHSK. suitable for either one or two rente. Nice etablc
Four
44 feel lone, Î0 foot addition for storage.
for
to Ave acre· of κοο<1 tillage land ao«l pasture
»ola
be
two rows. All to good repair and will
at
on eaay term*.
Inquire
SOUTU PARIS SAVINGS BANK.
Hit

ONE

pnii
—

AND

—

Wis it!
Η. Β. Eaton,

V"ΜΉ
At T. F.

Hathaway"β Shop,

Rerl·,

South

istf

^rin-aî Aero«tic

I—2E

Referve In Bankruptcy

rnuiuic.

nwnvcs.

the estate
persons Interested in either of
hereinafter name»1 :
At a Probate Court, at Carle, in vacation, In
ami for the County of Oxford, on the twentytilth day of August. In the vear of our Loru one
thousand ulne urndred and eleven. The following matter navlng been presented for the actloD
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby
Οκυκ&κυ
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
tereeted by causing a copy of title order to be
published three week» successively In the Ox
at South
fori IHimocrat, a newspaper
Pari*. In said County, tnat they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Parle on the
third Tuesday of September, A. D. 1911, at 9 of
the clock In the forenoon, and be heart thereon
If they «ee cause.
Frtuak E. Berry late of Paris, deceased;
petition that Κ re· I L. Berry or some other suitable person tie appointed as administrator of the
estate of sail deceased presented by said Κ red
L. Berry, brother and heir.
Adelbert Dtlane late of Canton, deceased ;
final account presented for allowance by Bert
A. Delano, one of the executors.
Adalbert U«Uao late of Canton, deceased;
re
petition that an order to distribute balance
malnloK In his hands may Issue, presented by
Bert A. Delano, surviving executor.
To all

5Π

Maine.

MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
HAVE HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

8. A. PavH, 627 Washington St.. Counersville.
I have
Ind., is iu his 85th juar. Hewriicsuj:
la lei* «offered much from uiy kidueys and bladder I ha 1 sever· backaches aud uiy kidney action
was too fr*iuent, causing mo to lus· much sleep
at night, aud in my bladder there was constant
Kidney Pills for some time,
pain. I took
and am now free or alt trouble and Rgaiu able to
be np aud aronnd Foley Kidney Pills have my

Foley

highest recommendation."

WANTED.

ourj

A LOW PRICE

w

|σ-2!.Α15

Plumbing

With the Beat of
—

ON

—

Wool Carpets

Plumbing Material.

Also

Pumping Engines
Water Supply.

Install Gasoline
for

JELLY.

ΟΒΛΡΕ JUICE.

perfect. To
picked from

one

peck

just enough

When the sugar and water are sirupy,
add tbe peaches and allow to boil until
tbey can be pierced with a fork no
longer. Always use a silver fork. Beat
air-tight jars iu hot water and fill with
the peaches and sirup to overflowing,
screw on the tops, and put aside to cool.
When cold, see that tbe tops are tight;
put tbe jars away in a cool, dark place.

PEOPLE and for WOMEN.

M

Vegetable·.

Pick the grapes off the stems and
throw into cold water to be cleansed.
Reject all that are in any way «oft or im-

fire,

CORN.

^
An or' ihe seven objecta shown la
the above picture may be described by
South Paris.
A. K. SHURTLKFF A|CO..
When
words of the name length.
Parte.
8. Ε SEWKL.L A CO.,
rightly guessed mid written one below
notice.
another the initial letters will spell
The subscribers hereby give notice that they I the name of η famous poet who was
have been duly appointed executors of the last |
born in August.—St. Nicholas.
will and U-Uiuient of
PKRl.KY C HARTFORD late of Lovell,
tn the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
No. 1460—Syncopation·.
All persons having
bjnds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said dcceaûed |
L Syucopate a fruit und leave to
settle
for
same
the
are dealre«l to present
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to | yawn.
make payment Immediately.
2. Syncopate food and leave formed
G KO RUE R DENNETT,
by education
UKoRUIANNA B. DENNETT.
FaibU'K U. Harfoki», Agent.
3. Syncopate to weave and leave a
ADDISON Ε. Η Kit KICK. Judge of said Court.
3&-3S
August 15th. lall.
A true copy—attest
nalL
D.
ALBERT
PARK,
Register
35 7
4. 8yncopate to fetch and leave a
certain Rort of sailing vessel.
Statement of the Condition
of the
ft. Syncopate u piece of furniture and
Woniu who ia a good cook, for genleave a narration.
PARIS ΤΚΓΙΤ COnPAXV,
era) housework, to care for us in
β. Syncopate discovered and leave
.Mouth Parla, Mains,
home
Washing done out. Good pay. capltuL
July 4», 1911.
Two in faintly.·
7. Syncopate oscillation and leave to
GEO R. MORTON, President.
Κ Ν PRINCE, Buckfleld, Me.
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Vice President
utter melodious sounds.
Treasurer.
A
l
KERN
D,
GEO. C.
The syncopated letters will spell the
ALTON C. WHEELER, Secretary
name of something occasionally seen
PARKER'S
OlRKCTOBa—Geo. K. Morton. Win. J. Wheeler·
Geo. M. Atwood, N. Dayton Holster, Alton C
la Bummer.
U»
Wheeler, Lewis C Bntes. "umner Ε Newell.
IpruraolM a iBMiisot growth,
John B. Robinson, Georg·* W. Cole, Jr., William
Fall· to iMtort Or«y
la»»
A.
S.
Kredrrlck
starblrl.
A Riddle.
P. Potter, WinAekl
I Hair to lta Touthftil Color.
I Can* tcalp jiimH a hate tallicf.
llelduer. Geo. C. Kernaid.
B
Two letter· often tempt mankind.
IOc.and»lJ»«t
organized July 20, llJt>S.
And tnose who yield will surely mind.
LIABILITIES.
Answer —X 8.
XVT1CE.
$so,ouo oo
Capital Stock
8,000.00
I
the
for
States
Surplus
In the District Court of the United
Key to Puzzlcdom.
-.L< 11..4;»
Undivided proflta
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
113,4!Μ.7β
Demand deposits
Να 1446.—Anagram: Christmas.
)
»4I.3S In the matter ot
Demand certiflcates of deposit
No. 1447.—Charades: 1. Pan. cakeDANA C. PH1LBROOK, } In Bankruptcy
1,246 04
Due to other banks
ot Bethel, Bankrupt.
)
lo.ouu oo
Bill· payable
2. D, coy—decoy.
pancake.
the
To the creditors of Dana C. Pbllbrook In
No. 1448.—Dissected object spelling:
$1&,θ03.β7 County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the iSth day o'
1. Cue, ewe. eye. ell. tea—quilt 2 Sea.
RESOURCES.
A. D. Ml, the said Dana C. Philbrook was
#44,7>5 79 Aug adjudicated bankrupt, and that the Are. oh. I. ell—coll. 8 Bee. yew. ell. ell—bull.
Loans and discounts
duly
estate
of
real
32,320.00
Loans on mortgages
of his creditors will be held at the
4. Pea. eye. ell, oh. tea—pilot. 5. Dee,
24 M meeting
Overl rafts
ofllce of the Referee, No. tj Market Square, South
70.0K7S0 Paris, on the 20th day of Sept., A. D. 1911. ai yew. tea. Wye—duty, β Gee. you, eye.
Bonds.
β
21».00
Kurnlture and fixtures
to o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
23Λ24 78 «aid creditor» may attend, prove their clalira, ell. tea—guilt.
Caah on deposit
s,360.74
No. 1449.—Enigma: Mother.
Cash on hand
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
No. 1450.—Sentence In Rebus: "Fine
$185,605.67 come before «aid meeting.
feathers make fine birds."
ROBERT Γ. DUNTON,
South Paris, Aog. 26,1911.
Bank Commissioner.
WALTER L. «RAY,
35-7
No. 1451.—Numerical Enigma: EdReferee ia Bankruptcy.
win. forty. Sodom, ride. Troy—"Mys-

published

and

<>ats beforehand for tue play cannot
>nceive of the discomfort of other
d.iya, an Instance of which Is given by
John Fyvle la "Comedy Queens of the
« Georgian Era."
"One of Charles Matthews' newspa-

says, "contains a letfrom a disgusted playgoer dated
January, 1776, protesting tfguinst this
custom of 'permitting a footman to
nit for an art or two of a play next to
per

cuttings," he

ter

of the. drat quality by way
of securing a place for his absent masη

woman

ter.'
"The Indecency of the practice la
said to be aggravated by the usual

choice of the dirtiest servant of the
family for this duty, for the men of
parade and figure are to g«nce before the lady's chair wl™ lighted
flambeaux or bang like a rope of onions behind her coach.'
"As a remedy for thla nuisance the
writer of this letter made the revolusuggestion that the sittings In

tionary

the boxes should be numbered, a plan
which does not seetn to have occurred to any one previously and which
wae not adopted till long afterward."
—London Gentlewoman.

Everybody in Your Hwsi

HOW ROSA SAW I
THE COUNTRY!

occasionally,
If likely to have an off day
too bounti·
ft may follow from eating
overwork, or
Fully, It may come fromWhen
fatigued.
perhaps from exposure
morn·1
k doll, heavy, tired feeling In the
in the early
Ing, a headache or a cold
a person
stages; these symptoms unfit
to ill·
for doing his best, and may lead
less if neglected.
and reThere is a remedy, safe, sore
houseliable which should be in every
such emergencies, the true

It was only θ o'clock In the morntog, but It was already very warm.
Theodore had said, "Let's play we

so he and Dorothy
climbing the long hill back of
the house. Theodore was Balboa, and
Dorothy was one of his men.
"There; that's the Pacific ocean,"
Theodore said when they reached the
top of the hill.
"Where that boy and girl are picking huckleberries, too?" asked Dorothy.
Theodore watched the boy and girl
picking berries in the lot at the foot of
the hill. "And I think those are savages," he said. "Let's go down."
"Aren't you afraid?" asked Dorothy,
with a very good play shudder.
"No," said Theodore. "Keep close
were

Dorothy kept close to Theodore, nnd
together they went down the hill.
When they reached the lot where
the children .were they climbed the

for frivolous conversation
on all suitable and unsuitable occasions. The most the men do Is to go

liver

Select the ears with full grains before
they have begun to harden. Husk them
aiid remove the silks. Cat off the grains
with a sharp knife and scrape the cob
with the back of the knife to obtain all
the Bweeiness in the kernel. Pack the
jars full, add a teaspoonful of salt to
each jar, and fill to the top with oold
Pot the rubber ring on the jar
water.
and place the glass top on loosely, being
snre not tu press the clamp down.
Place the false bottom in the boiler
and put in as many jars as the boiler will
contain. Pour in enough cold water to
reach half way up the jars. Place the
cover on the boiler and bring the water
to a boil. After it has boiled one hour,
remove the cover, let the. steam escape,
and clamp down each jar before removing from the boiler.
The next day raise the clamps at the
Bide of the jar, place the jars again in
the boiler, and boil for one hour. Clamp
down as before and allow them to cool.
Repeat the process the third day. Be
careful not to place the jars immediately
in a cool place, where a draft of cold air
might touch them, or to handle them
with a damp cloth, as they are liable to
crack under either of these conditions.
Place the jars in a dark, cool cellar or
clouet, as light will injure the colur of
the vegetable. At the end of a week,
test each j.ir by releasing the spring and
clamp and lifting the jar by the top. If
the sterilization has not been complete,
the top will come off. If this bas happened, taste the corn, and if the flavor
is found to be unimpaired, It may be resterilized. If the flavor is injured, bowever, throw the corn away.

ESTABLISHED
1872

parents,

or

neighbors,

Everything in Millinery

promptly tell you

80UTH

Millinery-"- Fancy Càoocis

so.

PARIS.

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

U. S. Cream Separator
separator,

ME.

your dairy floor alongside any other cream
separators, will outskim them all, will run easier,
will wash up quicker, and will give more satisfaction right
from the start.
If we can't prove this, you should buy another kind.
If we can prove this, you should buy the U. S.
^

1911

1804

put

Waiter—What will you have, sir?
Customer (looking at the bill of fare)
Permit me to cogitate. In the correlaTH* DERBIES Β ΒΟΛΗ TO BATTLE.
tion of forces it is a recognized property
of atomio fragments, whatever their age, down the road, and Freda Andrews,
to join, and—
Each of
from the foot of the bill.
Waiter—Hash for one.
them hud a lurge pall.
i&n
λ au
wai"Here we are!" called Theodore,
FULiEX'S tiuaax
swinging hie pail, as be run dowu the
POUND.
to pick, and
Still retains its high place a· the beat bill. "We're all going
Our
household remedy for all coughs and we'll call It a huckleberry bee.
colds, either for obildren or grown per- mothers say they'll take all the berries
Prevents serious result from a we can pick and pay us 10 cents a
sons.
cold. Take only the genuine Foley's quart. They have to pay that at the
Honey aud Tar Compound, and refuse store."
substitutes. A. E. Shurtleff Co.,.-South
Soou the berries began to rattle In
Paris; S. E. Newell & Co., Paris.
the bright tin pails, and from all sides
"That's a pretty good idea of the came shouts of delight as each child
to found a bush that seemed fuller than
who Is
French

"M

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE

T. M. DAVIS. AGENT.

L. S. BILLINGS

FOR

of All Kinds for
Building Purposes.

Lumber

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid Roofing, Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid Roofing.
are other makes, but Paroid is the best

There

BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

L. S.

prayed

C. E. TOLMAN & CO.,
Pythian

Block,

SOUTH PARIS,

New Baxter Building,

INSURANCE.

me.

PORTLAND,

me.

PIANOS Λ. ORGANS.

willing

criticises him. I'd the rest.
like to see onr American playwrights
When the noon whistles blew and
imitate him."
"But some of them the children all went home with Theomight be killed." "Why, yes, of dore and Dorothy to carry their beroourse."
ries they found that they had picked

COUNTY

STAT Κ OF MAINE.
OP OXFORD. SB.

Board of County Commissioners, May session,
1911: held by adjournment Aug. 8,1911.
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory evidence having been received that the petitioners
are responsible, and that Inquiry Into tbe merits
of their application Is expedient, IT IS Obdekeu,
Commissioners meet at
that the County
the Post Office at West Peru, In slid County,
on Tuesday,the31et day of August, 1911. next,
A. MT, and
thence
at ten of the clock,
proceed to view the route mentioned In said
heara
after
which
view,
Immediately
jrof the partie* and their witnesses will be
had at eome convenient place In the vicinity
and such other measures taken In tbe premises
And
as the Commissioners shall judge proper.
It Is further Obdkrku, that notice of the time,
ami purpose of the Commissioner·' meetng aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations Interested, by causing attested copie·
of said petition and of this order thereon to be
c .rved upon the Clerk of tho Town of Peru In said
County and also posted up In tlrree public
places In said town, and published three weeks
successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed at Paris, In said County of Oxford, the first of eald publications, and each of
the other notices, to be made, served and
a* least thirty (lays before said time of meeting, to the end tnat all persons and corporations may then and there appear and show
the prayer of
cause, If any they have,
said petitioners should not be granted.
ATTEST
CHA BLES F. W fllTM AN, Clerk.
A true copy οί said Petition and Order of
Court thereon.

No false pretense has marked the ca- twenty quarts.
of Ely's Cream Balm. Being entireYou can guess how happy Otis and
ly harmless, it is not responsible like the Nellie were when they started for
catarrh snuffs and powders, for minds Mrs. Coates', each with a dollar bill,
shattered by cocaine. The great virtue one. for Donald and one for Rosa, if

reer

STANDARD

SEWING
MACHINES.

Gtltlon;

Send for Catalogue.

{ilace

posted,

why

Attest :-CHARLE8
27.29

W. J. WHEELER & CO,
South Paris.

S? you have not found what you
want for a Car, look at the

F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

Oxford County

PHOBATE NOTICES.

A|eou

To all persons interested tn either of the estates

hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Rnmford, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the 3rd Tuesdny of
August, in the year of our Lord one thouaand
nine hundred and eleven, the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Okdk&xd :
That notice thereof be given to all person· Interested, by causing a copy of thla onler to be
In the Oxpublished three weeks
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Parla, In said County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court to be held at Paris, on
the third Tuesday of Sept., A. D. 1911, at nine
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see cause:

successively

Liant· M. Bobbin· of Woodstock, minor;
ρ îtltlon for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Cora B. Pratt, guardian.

Arabella Heald of Lovell, ward ; petition
for license to sell and convey real estate presented by Albanus M. Pottle, guardian.

5It

tha$ fs built upon honor
you.will receive every penny's
worth of value that you pay for.

1

The

any
Proprietor·

of Peru, deceased ; I
allowsnoe by John

FOR

Florllla Bnrnbsm late of Qllead, deceas-1
d; first account presented for allowance by
Ueorge I. Burs ham, administrator.

Orrtlle R.

Barrow· late of Hartford, de·

:eased; first and floal account presented (oral·
iowanoe by Lucy f. Benson, otherwise Lucy F.
L\ rrows,

executrix.

Charlea C. Lowell late of Hiram, deoeaaed ;
will and petition for probate thereof preaented
Anna B. Lowell, the executrix therein nam·

have

car

Holt Brother·

£1 nlnlstrator.

Vary D. Bard late of Hartford, deoeaaed ;
petition that Wlnslow H. Allen or some other
tultable person be appointed administrator of
t*ie estate of aalu deoeaaed presented by Nancy
à. Allen, niece and heir.

a car

prices
S for they
can't be;

I

Ferdinand P. Bfacomber late of Dlxlleld,
l'cceaeed ; petition for license to sell and convey real eetatc presented by John S. Harlow,

Henry it. Barg··· late
first account presented for
Curgess, administrator.

is

and

Wilson L. Blebarda of Pari·, ward; petition for license to sell and convey real estate pre· I
sented by Myra 8. Blchsrds, guardian.

JSh.

.

Too need one.

We sell 'em,

To the Honorable County Commissioner· for the
County of Ox font
The undersigned John A. Putnam of Peru,
Maine, respectfully represents that public convenience and necessity r< quire the location of a
town way In said Peru hereinafter described,
and on the 2d day of September, 1910, he petitioned the municipal officers of said town of
Peru to lay out said town way, a copy of which
petition Is as follows:
"To the Selectmen of the Town of Peru :
Τlie undersigned Inhabitants of the town of
Peru, respectfully represent that public con·
venlence an<l necessity require the location of a
town way In said Peru as follows :
Prom a point opposite Charles J. Howard's
house to the road leading from the main road to
Alvah Curtis' dwelling house.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that after due
notice and hearing, said way may be laid out, In
accordance with the provisions of the law.
Dated this second day of September, A. O.
1910.
Signed by John A. Putnam and others."
And your petitioner further represents that
said municipal officers of said Peru have unreasonably neglected and refused and still unreasonably neglect and refuse to lay out said
for In said petition.
town way as
Wherefore he petitions your honorable board
to lay out said town way in said Peru as folProm a point
lows:
opposite Charles J.
Howard's house to the road leading from the
main road to Alvah Curtis' dwelling house, and
prays that after due notice and hearing said way
may be laid out by your honorable board In accordance with tbe provisions of lawDated at Peru this twenty-sixth day of Hay,
A. D. 1911.
JOHN A. PUTNAM and others.

—

on

or all other

Hebron Academy

if any medicines, have met with
the uniform success that has attended
the nae of Chamberlain's Colio, Cholera
The remarkand Diarrhoea Remedy.
able cures of colic and diarrhoea which It
has effected in almost every neighborhood have given it a wide reputation.
For sale by all dealers.

f

SMILEY,

An Interlocking

Few,

Wuksshp

reduced prices.

bargains in

some

MRS. L. C.

S. RICHARDS.

undisturbed by anybody."

Scientific American.

greatly

MUCH NERVOUSNESS
Tbat people endure is caused by eyeIt cannot be cured by medistrain.
cine.
Glasses are the proper treatment.
Come to me for an examination if you
are troubled with nervousness or headaches. If you don't need glasses, I will

Prepare* thoroughly for all colleges
and scientific school·.
College, Classical and Englisb cournes.
Location ideal for high mountain air,
pure water and quiet environment.
A teacher for every 20 pupils.
Fall Term Opens Tuesday, Sept II, 1911.
Catalog on request. Address the prinW. E. SARGENT, Litt. D.,
cipal,
Hebron, Maine.
32-37

a

MAINE.

NORWAY,

OF

BANK

NATIONAL

NORWAY

THE

well

large depositor.

the

as

as

Shirt Waists and Underwear.

good

Patents

strong, sound National

a

Bank to the small

Also

kill™· cough

4f

We offer the services of

at

of Ely's Cream Balm is that it speedily
Mrs. Coûtes would take her too.
and completely overcomes nasal catarrh
"We'll come right back after dinner
and hay fever. Back of this statement
is (be testimony of thousands and a and tell you if she will," they called
reputation of many years' success. Ail as they ran up the hill.
It seemed only a few minutes bedruggists, 50o., or mailed by Ely Bros.,
56 Warren Struct, New York.
fore they were back again.
"She will! She will!" they cried to
"Isn't it against the law to be lond and
Theodore and Dorothy, who had seen
boisterous in the street?"
STRING BEANB.
them coming and run out on the
"It is," replied Mr. Chuggins, "unless
should
be
the
which
beans,
String
you do so with a mechanical screecher piazza.
As soon as Theodore and Dorothy
young and tender, and break them into attached to a motor car."
short lengths or cut them lengthwise
had finished their luncheon they ran
into narrow strips. Fill eaoh jar fall,
The Implicit confidence that many to tell the other children.
cover with cold water, and add a teaFour days Inter as the noon train
people have in Chamberlain's Colic,
spoonful of salt to each jar. Follow the Cholera, and Diarrhoea Remedy Is found- came puffing in Mr. Coates' large farm
same method for sterilizing as under ed on their
that
in
use
of
the
experience
pragon stood by the station platform.
"Corn."
remedy and their knowledge of the The
bottom of it bad been spread
BESTS.
many remarkable cures of colic, diarrhoea
the high seat was
and dysentery that it has effected. For with straw, and on
Select young beets; wash them, cut
Mr. Coates.
sale by all dealers.
off the tops only, and pat them la boilIn the cart were Otis and Nellie,
ing water. Let them boil for an boar.
and Dorothy, the two Pecks,
Remove the skins and cat the beets in
World wide fame has raised from its Theodore
Blae the three Sheldons and Freda Andrews
thin slices; or, if the beets are small, modest obscnrity the Sun
tery of Edwin Drood."
of
Να 1452.-Beheadings: 1. R-end. 2 can them whole. Pack them into the Mound, Kan. For the Sun has said: —all the huckleberry bee.
And. in It also ns the train went
h-air. 8. b-lock. 4 «-lump
jars, cover with water and salt, and "We know a young woman of 20 sumNo. 1453—Word Square: King, idol, sterilize as desoribed. If covered with mers, who has a twin brother 81 years puffing out were Donnld and Rosa,
equal parts of water and vinegar sweet- old, but this is a very rare case."
note, glen
smiling and happy and sitting on the
ened to taste, they make a delicious
straw with the rest.—Youth's ComNo 14Γ4.— FTlddon Furniture: Table,
pickle.
BEFORE TOU REACH THE LIMIT panion.
stool, sofa. desk, hatrack

RKiniiHBNttK

checks.

LYMAN UOWN, UMvrajSL. Ne» Y«fc,N.Y.

Dr. King's
Chas. F. Ridlon, New Discovery

'"^•i-rsssaffsa^aea

Ask your

years.

L. M. LONGLEY.

FOR C8ÛSÎ»

ceipts

about SEVEN BAMS· aa thousands have
testified to ita merits. Don't delay to get a
50 cent bottle at your druggist, and start
yourself on the road to complete recovery.

ages!"

PEAS.
of physical endurance and while your
NORWAY. MAINE COMMON COLDS MUST BE TAKEN
Young peas should be selected. Shell, condition is still curable, take Foley
A SOLEMN MOMENT.
SERIOUSLY.
pack in jars, and sterilize them according Kidney Pills. Their quick aotion and
For
to
directions
will
under
results
"Corn."
givea
delight
positive
you.
For unless cured they eap the vitality
backache, nervousness, rheumatism, and When the Great Mall Steamer Wae
and lower the vital resistance to more
CARROTS, PARSNIPS, AND TURNIPS.
all kidney, bladder and urinary troubles.
Stopped In Mldooean.
children
Protect
serious
infection.
your
«I CURE TH« LUNC8
to close out odd patterns and clean
Although these vegetable· will keep A. I. Shurtleff Co , South Paris; S. E.
The great steamship wavered; the
and yourself by the prompt nee of all
are apt to beoome stringy Newell A
winter,
they
Co., Paris.
•crew re vol red more slowly and gradFoley1· Honey and Tar Compound and and bitter. Taken yoang from the
up stock.
For
note Its quick and decisive results.
ually ceased to turn. Tbere is somegarden, tbey retain only a delicate flavor.
w™
"What Is the bardent thing to learn
coughs, colds, croup, whooping cough, Prepare as for the table, and sterilize.
thing uncannily disquieting about ao
about farming?" inquired the summer
bronchitis and affections of the throat,
unmovlng
ship In the middle of the
tomatoes.
boarder.
cheat and longs it is an ever ready and
for a few momenta there
and
ocean,
the
in
"Oeltin' η ρ at 5 o'clock
valuable remedy. A. E. Shurtleff Co.,
Skin tomatoes and stew them. Let
were fearsome rumors among the secSouth Paris; S. E. Newell à Co., Paris. them cool, then take the thick portion mornin'," replied Corntossel.
ond and third cabin passengers. Tbe
and
in jara to sterilize.
The
Cynic—In view of the supreme court liquidplace
be strained, seasoned with
and down stairs, sweeping steerage, being nearer to tbe heart of
may
up
Running
decision about trusts, It is a good thing
Comer Main and Danforth Sts.,
salt and pepper, a teaspoonful of rloe add- and bending over making beds will not things, understood what was going on.
AMD ALI THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
that women are not yet in judicial posi- ed to each
qaart jar, and sterilised. This make a woman healthy or beautiful.
Tbe deck stewards went about extion·.
OUA&AVTXED SATISPACTOKX
makes a delicious soup, which is ready She must get out of doora, walk a mile
nnd as they explained the
plaining.
Club Woman—Why not, sir?
REFUNDED.
OB
MOWXY
to
Chamberlain's
MAINE.
serve, or may be blended with cream or two every day and take
NORWAY.
passengers moved to points of vantage.
Cynic—Juet imagine a court of women just before serving.
and
her
to
Tablet·
digestion
improve
Then all was very quiet—quiet even
trying to decide anything by the rale of
regulate her bowels. For sale by all
reason.
for tbe se.i.
60 YEARS'
dealers.
Farms for Sale.
tftiny mothers of school children
EXPERIENCE
A man whom the first cabin paasen»
would like to know a sure cure for ink
has
real
merit
ahonld
that
An
article
aad
Low
Price*.
Tiraii
Baijr
on colored dressee of either cotton
Jones kicked you, gera knew to he α famous bishop stepWillie
Slater—So
spots
That
such
is
In
time
become
near
In
Acrea
South
is
popular.
Gray,
good neighbor»,
or wool.
Here is a mixture which will did he? And did you kick him back?
ped down from among them. A heavy,
good water, near church and school*. On Une the case with Chamberlain's
Cough take out the ink atains
A great chance to keep hens
new electric rond.
without injuring
I didn't. If I had then clumsy, grewsome bundle was brought
Bobby—No,
been
attested
baa
many
by
Remedy
aad raise email fruit·, 1U ml lee to Portland.
with bared and
iealers. Here Is one of them. H. W. the color of the materials—equal part* it would be his tarn again.
141 Over It tbe bishop,
of alum and cream of tartar.
Mix,
IS Acre* In Yarmouth, on bank of Roytl River, Hendriokson, Onio Falls, Ind., writes,
revpciMit bend. Intoned tbe service for
oa good street just out of the Tillage, good
moisten
with
water
and
it
on
the
spread
''Chamberlain'· Cough Remedy Is the
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
those who nre hurled at sea. As the
orchard, two good hen bouse·, fine shade tree·,
spots. Repeat until tbey
goo·! lawn, cottage house six rooms, beat of t>eet for cough·, cold· and croup,and la Lemon and salt are excellent disappear. Will reaob your Individual case if yon bishop fpoke tbu words of committal,
for
removand
schools
electric
and
cars,
water, near steam
my beat aeller." For sale by all dealers.
COPVRMMTV Ac.
and bladder "We therefore commit bis body to tbe
churches, 1 mile to the sea. A pretty place.
spots from white goods, bat will have any form of kidney
Anyone sending a sketen and jeeeriptto· may
Beet of neighbor·.
Try deep, to be turned Into corruption, looke the oolor oat of colored materials. trouble or urinary Irregularities.
enickly ascertain our opinion free whether aa
Flrat Graduate—I bear th»t you've got
them. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris;
of
YanaorU»,
beautiful
Acrea
out
{
ing for tbe resurrection of tbe body,
Tillage
ι job on the road.
4
Juat
To keep silk white after washing it, S. E. Newell à Co., Paris.
Almost new
Nom
electric light In front of the hooae.
wben the sea shall give up Its dead,"
Second Ditto—Tea, it hasn't reached use lukewarm
la
tha
house,
water
of
water
bees
and
a
white
buildings,
spring
pare
for
.tatiii
s door In the bulwarks was lifted
handy to everything. A fine chance for a man ne yet.
Rinse
It thoroughly. Then wrap
soap.
with a little money to keep hene aad work In the
"My bnsband speaks three languages tbe bnndle and let down again, the
in
it
a
cloth
and
let
It
lie
for
half
large
mills. Will exchange for larger farm·. Tllllage
FOLEY'S KIDNEY REMEDY (Liquid) an hour, and it Is ready to Iroh. Do fluently."
or city property.
ship begun to move, sluggishly at first,
A handsomely tllest rated weekly. I. era set str"English, French and Qerman?"
lb a great medicine of proven value for not expoee It to the air as the air turns
celatlon of aay scteaUBe tournai. Taras. V m
then smoothly as waa Its wont, and the
and aviation."
baseball,
A. KNIQHT,
"No,
golf
rear : foer months, IL Sou by all aewsdeaiera.
x>th acute and obronle kidney and blad- It yellow/ Colored silk washed In this
passengers went back to their games,
ler ailments. It is especially reoom- way will not fade.
books and their lovemaklng.
their
MAINS. nended to
YARMOUTH VILLE,
of
value
real
the
If you knew of
elderly people for Ita wonder·
The
greatest event In the dead stokbaok.
lame
for
Turo
an
Liniment
old pan or kettle over Irons ι Chamberlain's
ul tonic and reoonstrnotlve qualities,
was over. Ha had stopped
ana
career
er's
m
η
sol
which
se, sprains
tad the permanent relief and oomfort It
ar^Jbelng heated and they will soreness of the
rive· the·. A. S. 8hurtlaff Go., Sooth gtl hot muoli quicker. This also keeps rheumatic pains, yoo would never wish, his majaaty'a mafl·—fixcbaajp.
the nom oooler.
to be without it For sale by all dealer*. |
'aria; 3. £. Newell ά Co., Puis.

re-

in the form of your returned cancelled

kidneys which

or

indisputable

check provides

Payment by

will Dot materially benefit, or permanently
cure ; this has been proven for the past 42

the two "fresh air" children who were
Mamma's Joke,
staying at Mrs. Coatee'.
"Oh, mamma, the hen la sitting on
"Would you like to have us help
the vacuum cleaner!"
pick?" he asked.
"Perhaps nlie's only trying to lay the
"Tiptop, if you'd like to," said Otis.
dust, deur."— Yonkers Statesman.
"Maybe we could all pick enough to
send for Rosa, too," said Nellie.
A GREAT ADVANTAGE TO WORK"All right. We'll get some pails and
ING MEN.
tell mother."
Theodore and Dorothy ran up the
J. A. Maple, 125 S. 7th Street, Steubenville, 0., says: "For years I suffered hill and down the other side as fast
from weak kidneys aud a severe bladder as they could. When they came back
trouble, I learned of Foley Kidney Pille they bad with them the two Peck chiland their wonderful cures so I began
dren, who lived at the next house, and
taking them and sure enough I bad as the three Sbeldons, who lived farther
I heard ab ut. My
results as

playwright
fight everybody who

Your money will be kept in absolute security.

"SEVEN BARKS"

"Don't you want to play 'discoverers'
with ue?" he asked the boy.
Otis shook his head. "We want to
hunting and robbing. The domestic pick ten quarts of huckleberries today
col
cattle,
work, such as tending the
If we can," he suid. 'They'll pay us
lectlng fuel, drawing water and. in 8 cents a quart for them at the store,
abort everything, falls on the women. and when we've earned 80 cents we
While the wife la working Incessantly can send for a friend of ours to come
all day long the husband grows weary up from New York. He's never seen
with Idleness and doea not go to her the country, and Mrs. Coatee says she'll
assistance unless she la physically In- take him for two weeks If we'll pay
capable of doing any work at all. On for his ticket."
horseback the women are as dexterous
"He's never seen the country," the
To catch any horse sbe
aa the men.
repeated. "His name is Donald
girl
likes out of the troop, lay her hand on McGrath, and he has a sister, Rosa,
But
Its mane and quickly spring on to the and she's never seen it either.
back of the barebacked steed and ride Donald's had .1 broken arm, so we're
an
off in any direction sbe wlabea Is
going to send for him."
ordinary fent for any young Amdo wo- By this time Theodore bad decided
man."—Chicago News.
that Otis and Nellie Savage must be

thye hours,

Norway National Bank

arising from a disordered stomach, bowels,

bars.

Depositor

a

WITH THE

INDIGESTION, CONSTIPATION.
RHEUMATISM,
BLOOD OR SKIN DISEASE

to me."

"How do you do?" said Theodore.
"What are your names?"
"Otis Savage and Nellie Savage,"
Women In Tibet.
said the boy.
Concerning the manners of Tibetans
Theodore looked at Dorothy. "Isn't
"The male part of tt
a traveler writes:
funny?" he said. "They are Savmeetof
the Amdo population Is fond

ing together

Become

hold for Just
ind original L. F. Atwood's Medicine,
of
ft may be safely used by persons
to those well adiny age, from children
vanced in years.
"I find the L. P. Atwood Medicine
% sure cure for sick headache:—We
bave used it in our family for forty
without
rears and would not get along
It" Miss A. E. Leonard, Laconia,
Ν. H.
Get a bottle today and use it wnen
us
Heeded,—thirty-five cents, or write
L P.
to send you a free sample. The
Medicine Co.. Portland. Me.
THESE IS NO CASE 07

discoverers,"

were

any
backache left me and to one of my busiCANNED PEARS.
ness, expressman, that alone is a great
Four pounds of pears, four cupfuls of advantage. My kidneys acted free and
Peel normal, and that saved me a lot of missugar, and two cupfuls of water.
and core tbe pears, and cook in tbe sugar ery. It is now a pleaaure to work where
and water, either whole or in halves, it used to be a misery. Foley Kidney
until tender. Arrange in sterilized jars, Pills have cured me and have my highest praise."
A. E. Shurtleff Co., South
fill with tbe sirup and seal at once.
8. E. Newell à Co., Paris.
Paris;
PEACHES.
CANNED
"What kind of an automobile is it that
Select firm, sound peaches, tbe yellow
the Freddie Greenough drives?"
the
best. Peel
freestones are
"I don't know the name of it, but it is
peaches and divide in halves, removing
the stones. Then weigh, and for each a dear little machine."
"Has be taken you out in it?"
quart of peaches allow one cupful of
"Fee, and it broke down in such a
sugar, and place In a saucepan over tbe
We were there for
water to cover. nice, lonely place.
with

Foley Kidney Pills

34-6

Annoying Indeed It Waa Before
They Wore Numbered.
People who nowadays book their

»py

Pari·» Mo

of sound grape·
the stems, allow three
and brave.
of water. Put them Into a porceThe men who fought and sufTered much quarts
laiu kettle, and when well cooked strain
Its life to au vu.
the juice, being careful not to prese any
—Youth'a Companion
of tbe pulp through. To each quart of
the juice allow two-thirds of a cupful o(
No. 1457.—Hidden Musical Instrumenta.
let it come to a boil, ikim care
He hud a whip. I au old piece of sugar;
fully, and pour at once into bottle· that
the
to
chase
we
goose
and
began
rojw.
have been sterilized. Seal immediately
or gander, but after awhile 1 threw and
put away in a cool place.
Inez,
off my turban. Joe said. "Yes,
PRESERVED PLUMS.
it heralds the day when we shall give
To six quarts of plums, allow half a
We sold the fowl to a
up fanning."
pint each of water aud sugar. Wipe the
poor man. doling out his money with
plums and prick each with a needle to
a hope of (retting It back that way.
prevent them from bursting. Put the
awhile.
ruminated
and
Joe sighed
sugar and water into a porcelain kettle
This is certainly real country bargain- and boil untij sirupy; add the plums and
the
boil for five minutes slowly. Fill tbe
ing. Wo took the path. or. nearer
truth, the brambles, to the house and jars to overflowing and seal tightly and
put the wasp In netting for our speci- quickly.
We watched him struggle In
mens
PLUMS AND MELON MARMALADE.
"Oh. let him go!" 1
his prison cell.
Peel one large
melon, remove the
cried at last.
seeds and cut into small dice. Pick
six pounds of plums very oarefully, reBreak
move the stalks and stone tbem.
No. 14-8.—Curtailings.
1. Doubly curtail one who makes the stones, blanch the kernels, and peel
into a large jar or
men's clothing ntul leave the most no them. Put tbe wbole
earthenware dish, and add an equal
2.
Doubly
of
a
tlceable part
ser|>ent.
of lump sugar. Let this stand
curtail a small, swampy Inlet to be quantity seveu
for six or
hours, then put it in tbe
of
found connected with large bodies
pan. When it comes to tbe
preserving
water in tlu> south and leave a place boil, carefully remove tbe scum, and let
where ships anchor. 3. Triply curtail it boil gently for three-quarters of an
Put some on a cold plate, and if
an equestrian's riding glove and leave hour.
Pour
it jellies properly, it is ready.
to be lank aud thin.
into jars and seal.

)
LOUIS PICARD,
J in Bankruptcy,
of Rum ford, Bankrupt. )
the creditors of Louts PI carl In the
To
County of Oxfdnl au<l district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the 6th day of
TONIC IN ACTION
QUICK IN RESULTS
May, A. D. 1911, the said Louts Picard was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the tlrst
from BACKACHE,
relief
Give
prompt
meeting of his creditors will lie held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE
at
Paris, on the JUth day of Sept., A. D. 1911,
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
South Parle, Aug. 21. 1911.
WALTER L. GRAY,
IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to
In the matter of

Canned*Fruits

holds.

speaks of love, or public thought It
molds.
My second gives advice to those who evil
meet.
3o follow it and make at once decision fleet.
My whole α grateful country gives to old
It

For Sale by N. Dayton Bolster Co.

NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

(12)

Order today.

opportunity

No. 196—PISE, H KM LOCK, SPRUCE. FIR.
MAPLE, BEElll; all gratte· of timber product,
also six to seven hut.-Ire·I cords pulp woo·I
standing: dairy; produces lar*e amount of hay,
estimate·I 60 tons at present; 200 bearing apple
tree·; cranberry bo*, large annual yield; amooth
field·, handy to market and only 2 12 miles to
West Pari·. Eight room house, closets hard
wood doors, split stone cellar, best spring water
runs to all buildings, recentiν installed; one
barn 44xH0, another 30x40, silo, carriage and
stable storage; also a second cottage bouse of
fire rooms near tlrst building, all handy for
summer boarder· or two families. This farm
has from two to three hundred acres located
near a thriving village, dally mall, telephone service, cream collected; near to neighbors. Tim lier
an·! wood alone will pay for farm. Better Investigate before crops are harvested. Price
$3000. Part can remain on mortgage.

to solicited. Addroee: Editor
Column, Oxford Democrat, South

APPLE

prime.

THEATER SEATS.

to lb· Udlet
Oorreepondenoe on topic· of Interest
ΗοιοηκΛΚΜ·

No. 1435.—Concealed Mountain».
Take seven pound· of ripe apple·; if
1. Direct (he clasping Ivy where to climb. tbe rind la red, the color of the jelly will
i The century living crow
be
beautiful!} tinged. Remove tbe
Wboae birth was In their tops grew old
and out tbe fruit in pieces, with•talks
and died
out peeling or extracting the cores. Add
Amont, their branches till at last they
two quarts of water, and boil nntll tbe
stood,
into a jelly
As now they stand, mossy and tall and wbole is a pulp, wblcb pour
dark.
bag placed near the nre (as the pulp
I And words of true love pass from thickens In cooling); to each two cupfuls of (he liquid add one cupful of
tongue to tongue
and the
Aa singing birds from one bough to ansugar, together with the juice
other.
grated rind of a small lemon; boil to a
tolerably thick jelly, which may be ascerNo. 1456.—Charade·.
tained by trying a little on a cold plate;
L
strain again through the bag or a piece
My (Int. In grammar, a contraction;
of cheese cloth, run Into jelly glasses,
action:
My second Is a graceful
and seal.
My third is always a direction;
I
OBAPE JELLT.
My fourth a short word-on Inspection;
My fifth with ocean often named;
tbe grapes thoroughly and plok
Wash
exclaimed.
My whole a hero once
tbem from the steins. Put them in an
IL
agate kettle with barely enough water
to cover them and cook until they are
When you my first you study well:
For summer time my next Is beat.
soft. Pour Into a hot jelly bag and allow
Where the boy whom my third will tell tbe juice to drip
through without
rest
Finds place for work and
Fqueezing. Use two glasses of the juice
To be my whole's a virtue, so they say.
tit two glasses of sugar. Boil on a quick
Being so. as you are. you stay
fire until it drops from the spoon, then
If you to higher plane would grow
when
pour at once into glasses. Cover
This virtue you will never know.
cold. Always boil a μπηΙΙ quantity at a
1IL
time; it will be clearer and lighter, and
My first, a tiny thing, a mighty power will fully repay tbe extra trouble.

Out Door Flowers
in their

HOMEMAKERSP COLUMN.

worth its

not been

reduced,

nor can

price.

they

Look it

ORCHARD GARAGE

SPRING AND

1000.

on

up!

DIXFIELD,
MAINE

SUMMER,

Samples.

take your order NOW for the Latest
and Best styles of Embroidered Swiss in white

Let

us

Colors, Tissue de Eté, Scotch Plaids, Merc
late
Canton, deceased first I Waistings, Kimuer Silks, Soie Foulards.
final
presented
allowance by
VI
Hose,
In fact, it costs you nothing to look at 1000
Helen Bf. Child· late of Parla, deceased
petition
probate thereof preaented
; rill
». Wright, the
therein New Spring Fabrics, at
J
1

dj

•amh E. Boss
of
Mid
aooount
'lam W.
executor.

tor

and
>y James
uunM·

executor

for

and

;

:

1DDI80N K. HEBRJCK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest:
ALBERT D. PABK, Register.

For Sale.

WELCH,
MAINE·

NORWAY,

Green gray birch cord wood.
B. M. GREELY,
R. F· D. », South Pari»,
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